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ABSTRACT
The only way one can benefit from stored data is by using it. This is especially
true if data from several sources are combined. For example, by combining data
from several of its institutions, a state can discover trends or pin-point problematic
issues. However, this is often forbidden due to privacy concerns, as the combined
data set becomes an attractive target for both insider and outsider attacks.
Secure multi-party computation is a technology that allows data to be processed so that the computation servers see no actual data values. With the first
practical implementations emerging in the 2000s, the technology is now mature
enough to be used for privacy-preserving data analysis on real data.
This thesis looks at the technical and organisational challenges that arise from
developing secure multi-party computation from a lab prototype to a real-world
system. First, we give a brief overview of the two secure multi-party applications
that were first used on real-data: the Danish sugar beet auction and the ITL financial benchmarking application in Estonia. We address several shortcomings
of these applications. Among others, we concentrate on challenges specific to
web-based data gathering and result sharing for such applications, and integrating
them with existing information systems.
Our main achievement is the world’s first large-scale registry-based statistical study on linked databases using secure multi-party computation technology.
We discuss the technical and legal issues that rise in such deployments. Finally,
we propose to deploy secure multi-party technology as a service on a federated
database infrastructure. As an example, we describe a deployment for the Estonian governmental data exchange layer X-Road. This makes similar registrybased privacy-preserving studies more affordable and transparent in the future.

9

CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1

Data privacy and secure computation

Already in ancient Greece, the Spartans were worried about the privacy of their
messages during military conflicts and used a transposition cipher (scytale) to
render their messages illegible to others. By now, the need to protect the privacy
of one’s data has transferred from the military to the civil sphere.
With the advent of big data, more and more organisations do not have in-house
resources to store and process the collected data. Storing data in the cloud is seen
as a valid solution, but in many cases the data itself is confidential or sensitive.
Encrypting data (on the client side) to store it in the cloud solves the problem of
protecting data at rest, but also renders it unusable for further processing. Downloading a copy of the data and decrypting it for processing is not a viable option
for most organisations, taking into account today’s data volumes. With the growth
of computational power and network throughput, privacy-preserving computation
is an option for securely outsourcing computations so that no parties learn individual input values.
Secure multi-party computation (SMC) is a distributed computation model,
where several parties collaboratively compute a common function on each other’s
inputs, while keeping their own inputs private and only learning the computation
result. SMC protocols are privacy-preserving to the extent that they leak nothing
about the input values other than what can be deduced from the output or other
explicitly published values during the protocol run. Thus, SMC does not hide
input values that can be directly inferred from the computation result.
Even though secure multi-party computation has been around for more than
30 years [129, 43, 67], its adoption in practice has been scarce. Although some of
the SMC related research papers contain benchmarking results, these are mostly
academic prototypes tailored for a specific purpose. The first truly practical largescale SMC application was the Danish sugar beet auction in 2008 [32]. Since then,
10

SMC has been used in practical applications, where the computation is performed
over the public internet [31], and even provided as part of a service (Energiauktion.dk1 , Dyadic2 , Sepior3 ).
As the SMC technology becomes more practical and economically interesting, new challenges in its deployment arise. The security requirements and the
distributed nature of SMC make it more difficult to build reliable and robust systems. We cannot underestimate the fact that the concept of privacy-preserving
computations is hard to grasp for the industry. Moreover, in many cases there are
no regulations nor legal cases that cover how such technology should be handled
in conjunction with data protection laws.

1.2

Claims of this thesis

The author has developed, deployed and evaluated SMC applications for both data
collection and for combining many data sets for statistical analysis. The main contribution of this monograph is an end-to-end process for deploying and managing
the life cycle of a secure multi-party computation application. To accomplish
that, the author had to address three basic shortcomings from the state of the art
in 2011 when starting his Ph.D studies. First, we show how to integrate SMC
applications with existing (including legacy) systems and demonstrate that by developing generic re-usable software libraries, similar deployments are repeatable
with less effort. Second, we describe how we implemented privacy-preserving
database linking and oblivious sorting that are essential operations in large-scale
statistical studies. Third, we discuss organisational steps necessary to satisfy the
stakeholders in an SMC deployment.
We validate the described process on the first large-scale registry-based privacypreserving statistical study using secure multi-party computation technology. In
this study, we show that following the described process, it is possible to obtain a positive resolution from the Estonian Data Protection Agency. Moreover,
we demonstrate that it is feasible to process practical-size data sets using SMC.
Nevertheless, we also bring out several shortcomings in deployment and monitoring that surfaced during the study.

1.3

Outline and author’s contributions

Chapter 2 introduces secure multi-party computation and gives a brief overview
of different types of SMC – garbled circuits, fully homomorphic encryption and
1

EnergiAuktion.dk – https://energiauktion.dk/
Dyadic – https://www.dyadicsec.com/
3
Sepior – https://sepior.com/
2
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linear secret sharing. All of the practical solutions proposed in this thesis are based
on the S HAREMIND SMC framework that we also briefly describe in this chapter.
Finally, we give some considerations on integrating SMC technology into modern
information systems.
Chapter 3 gives an overview of two real-world SMC applications – the Danish
sugar beet auction and the financial benchmarking application. The latter is based
on the Master’s thesis of the author that was later refined into and the following
publication [31]:
• Bogdanov, D., Talviste, R., Willemson, J.: Deploying secure multi-party
computation for financial data analysis (short paper). In: Proceedings of
the 16th International Conference on Financial Cryptography and Data Security. FC’12. Lecture Notes in Computer Science, vol. 7397, pp. 57–64.
Springer (2012)
We bring out some of the shortcomings of the described applications that we address in the following chapters.
Chapter 4 describes challenges and possible solutions for using web-based applications as input or result parties for the secure multi-party computation. Many
proposed ideas were initially implemented by the author of the thesis in a JavaScript library developed for the financial benchmarking application [31]. The second part of the chapter gives an overview how the web components (JavaScript
library and server-side components) have evolved during subsequent prototype applications. The outlined applications were not developed by the author of this thesis. However, these applications reused and refined the aforementioned JavaScript
library and the author has been in a consulting role in many cases.
Chapter 5 describes an oblivious AES block cipher implementation and how it
can be used to provide a privacy-preserving database join operation. The chapter
is based on the author’s previously published work [96] and its extended version [97]:
• Laur, S., Talviste, R., Willemson, J.: From Oblivious AES to Efficient and
Secure Database Join in the Multiparty Setting. In: Applied Cryptography
and Network Security. ACNS’13, Lecture Notes in Computer Science, vol.
7954, pp. 84–101. Springer (2013)
The non-vectorised version of AES S-box implementation based on oblivious selection was designed and prototyped by Jan Willemson. All other versions of
oblivious S-box evaluation as well as vectorised versions of the cipher were implemented and evaluated by the author of this thesis. Similarly, the size unification
12

protocol proposed for hiding the number of colliding values in a database join was
designed by Sven Laur. All other proposed methods were designed and evaluated
by the author of this thesis.
Chapter 6 gives an overview of oblivious implementations of sorting algorithms
and compares their performance. The chapter is based on the author’s previously
published work [27, 28]:
• Bogdanov, D., Laur, S., Talviste, R.: Oblivious Sorting of Secret-Shared
Data. Tech. Rep. T-4-19, Cybernetica, http://cyber.ee/en/research/
publications/. (2013)
• Bogdanov, D., Laur, S., Talviste, R.: A Practical Analysis of Oblivious Sorting Algorithms for Secure Multi-party Computation. In: Proceedings of the
19th Nordic Conference on Secure IT Systems. NordSec’14, Lecture Notes
in Computer Science, vol. 8788, pp. 59–74. Springer (2014)
Chapter 7 gives a lifecycle overview of the PRIST project, where SMC technology was used to perform a registry-based statistical study on linked government
databases. The privacy-preserving statistical algorithms and methods used in this
study were designed by Liina Kamm and are detailed in her thesis [88]. The author of this thesis collaborated with the project team during the analysis phase and
was in the role of the delivery engineer during the rest of the project. Thus, this
work gives an overview of outcomes and shortcomings of the project from a more
technical perspective. An overview of the PRIST project will also be published in
the Proceedings on Privacy Enhancing Technologies [22]:
• Bogdanov, D., Kamm, L., Kubo, B., Rebane, R., Sokk, V., Talviste, R.: Students and Taxes: a Privacy-Preserving Social Study Using Secure Computation. Proceedings on Privacy Enhancing Technologies (PoPETs) 2016(3)
(2016), (to appear)
Chapter 8 proposes a solution how S HAREMIND SMC technology can be incorporated with the Estonian X-Road data exchange layer that connects the government databases. We show how providing secure multi-party computation as a
service makes studies based on linked databases like PRIST more convenient and
replicable. The architecture proposed in this chapter is based on an idea initially
proposed in a previously published paper of the thesis author [23]:
• Bogdanov, D., Kamm, L., Laur, S., Pruulmann-Vengerfeldt, P., Talviste,
R., Willemson, J.: Privacy-preserving statistical data analysis on federated
databases. In: Proceedings of the Annual Privacy Forum. APF’14. Lecture
Notes in Computer Science, vol. 8450, pp. 30–55. Springer (2014)
13

The first authorship of this published paper is shared with Liina Kamm who is
the first author of Sections 5–7. The author of this thesis is the first author of
Sections 2–4, where the idea of combining SMC and the Estonian X-Road is
proposed.
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CHAPTER 2
INFORMATION SYSTEMS AND SMC
2.1

Data security in modern information systems

Modern information systems are built on a client-server model where a single
server (or a cluster of servers) provides a service for a large amount of clients.
As shown in Figure 2.1, an end user uses a client application to send a query to
the server. The server contains the business logic of the service and uses it to
process the client query, accessing one or more databases if needed. The result
of this process is sent back to the client as a response to the query. The client
application here can be anything from mobile or web-based user interfaces to
desktop applications and even other services.
SERVICE PROVIDER
SERVICE

DB

Figure 2.1: Client-server model with database backend.

All of the components shown on Figure 2.1 can be considered data access
points for various external and internal parties with respect to the service provider.
For external clients, the access rights should be validated on the perimeter of the
service provider or by the service itself based on the data access policy and identity
of the authenticated client. These client authentication and authorisation means
are not covered by this work, as they should be addressed by following current
best practices. Instead, we focus on the access to the service and database by
internal parties (employees, support staff) as well as unauthorised external parties
(hackers).
The industry standard at the moment is to encrypt data in the database at rest,
if at all. Unfortunately, encrypting the data with standard tools (e.g. AES block
15

cipher in GCM mode) renders it unusable as it has to be decrypted whenever it is
used in computations. If these computations are performed by the business logic
deployed in the service, then the decryption key must also reside in the service.
Hence, such encryption only helps in case of a very contained security breach, e.g.
if an attacker is able to break in only to the database server and not the service.
A step forward is to use an encryption scheme that preserves some functionality of the encrypted data, e.g. searchable symmetric encryption [119, 66] and
order preserving encryption [4, 33]. Such encryption schemes allow the business logic to carry out some specific operations (e.g. range queries) on encrypted
data without decrypting the database first. Solutions like CryptDB [113] and SAP
SEEED [69] help against corrupted database administrators.
Finally, secure computing makes it possible to obliviously hide the whole
business logic. Such a use case, where the service provider never sees the data,
is especially compelling for cloud deployments. By secure computing, we mean
computations on encrypted or otherwise illegible (e.g. garbled or secret-shared)
data. In this work, we only consider secure computing made possible by cryptographic means and do not cover hardware-based trusted execution environments
(e.g. Intel SGX, Secure Enclave in iOS devices) or heuristic methods that rely on
adding noise.

2.2

Secure computation

In the following, we briefly introduce three approaches to secure multi-party computation: Yao’s garbled circuits, fully homomorphic encryption and lastly linear
secret sharing, that this work focuses on. Secure multi-party computation (SMC)
formalises a scenario, where n parties collaboratively compute a function
f (x1 , x2 , . . . , xn ) = (y1 , y2 , . . . , yn ) ,
such that each party P1 , . . . , Pn knows its corresponding input xi and receives
it’s result yi . Parties learn nothing about other parties’ inputs nor their part of the
result.

2.2.1

Yao’s garbled circuits

The garbled circuits (GC) approach, introduced by Yao [129, 130] and later detailed my many others [67, 12, 104], is a cryptographic technique to achieve secure function evaluation. In the approach, there are two parties P1 and P2 and
the functionality f they want to compute is expressed as a Boolean circuit, i.e. an
electronic circuit containing AND, OR and other types of gates. Parties’ inputs
x1 and x2 are represented by bit strings.
16

In GC, party P1 encrypts (“garbles”) the original circuit to protect the privacy
of it’s own input by doing the following. For each wire in the circuit, two random
strings are generated, one of which represents the bit value 1 and the other 0.
Then, for each gate g with input values b1 and b2 the corresponding output string
is encrypted with a composite key (b1 , b2 ). Only by knowing both parts of the
key, i.e. both input values, it is possible to decrypt the output value of the gate.
Hence, for each gate, there are four different ciphertexts and each combination of
input can correctly decrypt only one of them. To hide the operation of the gate,
this ciphertext table is also randomly permuted. Party P1 encodes its input to the
input wires in a similar manner and then sends this garbled circuit to party P2 .
Party P2 uses oblivious transfer (OT) to receive the corresponding random strings
for its input bits from party P1 . After evaluating the circuit, party P2 learns the
output of the computation and, if needed by the application, forwards it to party
P1 .
This description suggests that the computations are CPU-bound with only a
few communication rounds. The communication load is also asymmetrical, as P2
starts its computations only after P1 has finished. Nevertheless, there are designs,
where the garbled circuit is streamed to P2 to reduce this asymmetry and the
memory footprint at P1 [102].
A more in-depth descriptions of the garbled circuit model along with security
proofs are given in [100, 14]. Some practical implementations based on garbled
circuits include Fairplay [103, 15], TASTY [75], FastGC [77] and ABY [52].

2.2.2

Fully homomorphic encryption

Fully homomorphic encryption (FHE) is a client-server model, where the server
performs computations on encrypted data without access to the private key held
by the client. FHE takes advantage of the homomorphic properties of the underlying encryption scheme. Homomorphic public key cryptosystems allow modifying
the ciphertext in order to change the value under encryption in a desired way without decrypting the value in the process. For example, Paillier, lifted ElGamal and
Damgård-Jurik cryptosystems are additively homomorphic. Thus, it is possible
to modify ciphertexts so that the values under encryption are either summed together or multiplied by a public constant. However, for multiplying values under
encryption, one needs to interact with the party having access to the private key.
Similarly, there are multiplicatively homomorphic encryption schemes where values under encryption can be multiplied but not summed.
The first cryptosystem that allowed both additions and multiplications with
constant-size ciphertext was introduced by Boneh, Goh and Nissim [34] and was
based on pairings on elliptic curves. However, while the BGN cryptosystem allowed an unlimited number of homomorphic addition operations to be performed,
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it only supported one multiplication operation. Such a cryptosystem is called
somewhat homomorphic.
The first implementable fully homomorphic encryption scheme that was able
to both add and multiply values under encryption was created by Gentry in 2009 [59,
60]. Similarly to the BGN system, Gentry’s somewhat homomorphic scheme was
only able to evaluate low-degree polynomials on encrypted data before the noise
under encryption grew too large and made it impossible to correctly decrypt the
result. Gentry proposed to alleviate this problem by bootstrapping – homomorphically re-encrypting the ciphertext under encryption yielding a fresh noise free
ciphertext. FHE has received a lot of attention and alternative constructions from
the research community [37, 62, 61, 63, 65, 118]. Some of the practical implementations include HElib1 , hcrypt2 , Stanford’s FHE library3 and FHEW4 .
The main problems of FHE are that both the homomorphic operations as
well as bootstrapping are costly operations. Moreover, the ciphertext size blowup is significant (103 –109 ) and makes the scheme impractical for large applications. Nevertheless, FHE is used as a sub-protocol for non time-critical precomputations in other secure computation systems, e.g. SPDZ [51]. Moreover,
Archer and Rohloff have demonstrated its use in filtering spam and securing VoIP
calls [6].

2.2.3

Linear secret sharing

In cryptography, secret sharing is a concept where a secret value x is split into n
values called “shares” x1 , . . . , xn such that each share is indistinguishable from a
random value. The shares are then distributed between independent parties such
that party Pi gets share xi . The idea is that for a given threshold t (t ≤ n), having
less than t shares gives no information about the initial secret value. The concept
of secret sharing was independently invented by Shamir [116] and Blakley [17].
In [116], Shamir proposes a t-out-of-n secret sharing scheme based on the fact
that t points uniquely determine a (t − 1)-degree polynomial. To share a secret
value x, a random (t − 1)-degree polynomial f is chosen such that f (0) = x. The
n shares are then computed as
x1 = f (1), x2 = f (2), . . . , xn = f (n) .
One can use Lagrange interpolation with any set of t or more of these shares
to reconstruct the polynomial and thus learn the secret value x. This forms the
theoretical basis of many secure multi-party computation implementations.
1

HElib – https://github.com/shaih/HElib
hcrypt project – https://github.com/hcrypt-project
3
Stanford’s FHE library – http://cs.stanford.edu/people/dwu4/fhe.html
4
FHEW – https://github.com/lducas/FHEW
2
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The rest of this thesis uses SMC mechanisms based on more simple n-out-ofn additive and bitwise secret sharing schemes. An additive secret sharing scheme
works in a ring ZN , where a secret value x ∈ ZN is secret shared among n parties
by first choosing n − 1 random numbers modulo N and the last share is found by
subtracting the n − 1 random values from the initial secret (modulo N ):
x1 ← ZN
..
.
xn−1 ← ZN

xn ← x − x1 − . . . − xn−1

(mod N ) .

It is easy to see how adding the shares up modulo N yields the initial secret x.
In bitwise sharing scheme a secret value x ∈ Z2k is secret shared similarly.
The first n − 1 values are chosen at random from Z2k , where k ∈ N, and the
last share is obtained by applying exclusive or (XOR) operation on them and the
original secret value:
xn ← x ⊕ x1 ⊕ . . . ⊕ xn−1 .
As each bit is shared independently, bitwise secret sharing schemes are useful for
bit-level operations.
In the following, we denote secret-shared values in double brackets, so [[x]]
stands for a tuple (x1 , . . . , xn ), where party Pi holds a share xi . Secret-shared
vectors of k elements, written in bold face, are secret-shared element-wise:
[[x]] = ([[x1 ]], . . . , [[xk ]]) .
As the simplest example, consider adding together two secret values x and y
secret-shared additively between n parties. As additive secret sharing is additively
homomorphic, adding is a local operation that can be done independently by each
party using its shares xi and yi :
[[x]] + [[y]] = (x1 , . . . , xn ) + (y1 , . . . , yn )
= x1 , . . . , xn + y1 , . . . , yn
= (x1 + y1 ) + . . . + (xn + yn ) .
For multiplying additively secret-shared values, there are two options. First,
it is possible to convert the shared values to use replicated secret sharing, where
each party holds a different (n − 1)-element subset of all of the shares. For example, in 3-party case, to compute the product [[x]] · [[y]], each party first sends their
shares of x and y to the next party (in a circle). By knowing xi , yi , xi−1 and yi−1 ,
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each party independently computes the sum of three terms xi yi + xi yi−1 + xi−1 yi
out of the total of nine terms:
[[x]] · [[y]] = (x1 + x2 + x3 )(y1 + y2 + y3 )
= (x1 y1 + x1 y3 + x3 y1 )

+ (x1 y2 + x2 y1 + x2 y2 )
+ (x2 y3 + x3 y2 + x3 y3 ) .
This idea is used, for example, by S HAREMIND in its 3-party implementation
based on additive secret sharing scheme.
An alternative option is to use Beaver triples [13, 45]. Beaver triples are
random triples ([[a]], [[b]], [[c]]), such that c = a · b. With the help of such triple,
[[x]] · [[y]] can be computed by each party locally computing [[e]] = [[x]] − [[a]] and
[[d]] = [[y]] − [[b]]. The values e and d are then opened (declassified) to each party
and used by each party to compute their share of the result:
[[x]] · [[y]] = [[c]] + e · [[b]] + d · [[a]] + e · d .
As the triples themselves are independent of x and y, they can be pre-computed
in bulk and stored for later use. This idea is, for example, used in the SPDZ [51]
implementation.
There are several practical implementations of secure multi-party computation
based on linear secret sharing. Examples include VIFF [48], SEPIA [38], S HARE MIND [29, 19], ShareMonad [95], F RESCO [46], SPDZ [51] and ABY [52].

2.2.4

S HAREMIND SMC framework

In this work, we use the S HAREMIND platform [19] for our designs and practical experiments. S HAREMIND is a application and database server developed by
Cybernetica, capable of running secure multi-party computation protocols. Applications for S HAREMIND are written in the S ECRE C programming language that
allows to manage public and private data in parallel [26]. For private data types,
S ECRE C uses the concept of protection domains that are protocol suites to handle
different SMC techniques. For example, 3-party additive secret sharing scheme
with semi-honest security setting is one protection domain and 2-party garbled
circuits based approach with active adversary would be another one. S ECRE C
runtime guarantees that operations carried out on data belonging to a specific protection domain use corresponding SMC protocols and secret values are moved to
the public domain only through the explicit declassify operation.
Currently, the most advanced protocol suite in S HAREMIND handles the 3party additive secret sharing scheme with semi-honest adversary model. The fundamental protocols used in this protection domain are described in [29] and [30]
with detailed composability proofs given in [25].
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S HAREMIND versions

The first version of S HAREMIND was an academic prototype developed by Bogdanov for his Master’s thesis in 2006 [18]. Later, its fundamental protocols with
security proofs were published in [29].
S HAREMIND version 2 was the first version to be used in practical applications, e.g. the financial benchmarking application described in Section 3.1.2. Initially, it supported a single data type: 32-bit additively shared unsigned integer.
Later, it was extended with support for 32-bit signed integers and also bitwise
shared integers. S HAREMIND version 2 also introduced the first version of the
S ECRE C language [84]. However, since it supported a single data type and only
additively and bitwise shared data, it did not include the concept of protection
domains. S ECRE C version 1 only separeted computations in the “public” and
“private” domains.
S HAREMIND version 3 is a complete re-write of the platform and also introduces new S ECRE C language with support for different protection domains.
In addition to additively and bitwise shared integers of different bit lengths, its
3-party protocol suite for semi-honest adversary model also supports fixed [93]
and floating point numbers [89], and conversions between them. S ECRE C 2 also
includes a standard library that collects most-used algorithms in a re-usable package. These include methods for common vector and matrix manipulations, sorting
methods as well as statistical analysis algorithms5 .
After bringing over its networking library from RakNet6 to Boost ASIO7 for
performance reasons, S HAREMIND 3 was renamed to S HAREMIND Academic
Server and is used mainly for academic prototyping.
The latest version is S HAREMIND Application Server that shares the same S E CRE C language and standard library with the Academic Server. Hence, S ECRE C
applications developed for Academic Server run also on Application Server and
vice versa. S HAREMIND Application Server uses its own networking library that,
like Boost ASIO, uses mutually authenticated TLS tunnels for communication.

2.2.5

Security model for SMC

As this work focuses on using secure multi-party computation in real-world applications, in many cases we consider SMC to be a black box and refer reader
to the previous publications for detailed security proofs. Nevertheless, we briefly
5

S ECRE C language and standard library reference – http://sharemind-sdk.github.
io/stdlib/reference/index.html
6
RakNet - Multiplayer game network engine – http://www.jenkinssoftware.com/
7
Asio C++ Library – http://think-async.com/
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Version
S HAREMIND 1
S HAREMIND 2
S HAREMIND 3
Application Server
Academic Server

Application language
C++ library
S ECRE C 1
S ECRE C 2 + stdlib
S ECRE C 2 + stdlib
S ECRE C 2 + stdlib

Year
2006
2009
2011
2013
2014

Table 2.1: Overview of S HAREMIND and S ECRE C versions, including the standard library (stdlib).

describe the security model that S HAREMIND and many other SMC implementations are based on.
First, the SMC protocols in S HAREMIND are universally composable [25],
meaning that they remain secure even if multiple instances of the same protocol
or other protocols are run in parallel or in sequence. Moreover, protocols that
use only universally composable sub-protocols are also universally composable
themselves [41, 40, 110]. This allows us to combine individual protocols to build
algorithms and combine algorithms to build privacy-preserving applications.
The security proofs for individual SMC protocols use the ideal-real world
paradigm [39]. In the ideal world (Figure 2.2a), the required functionality f is
implemented by an incorruptible trusted third party (TTP) that gathers inputs from
the input parties, carries out the computation and publishes the result. Parties only
learn what is deducible from the explicit computation result. In contrast, in the
real world the required functionality is implemented by a protocol π that includes
parties exchanging messages with each other (Figure 2.2b).

P1 P2 P3

P1 P2 P3
x1

x2

x1

x3

x2

x3

P1
TTP

P2

y1

y2

y1

y3

(a) Ideal world

⇡
y2

P3

y3

(b) Real world

Figure 2.2: The ideal-real world paradigm.
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To argue about security of such protocols, we replace inputs of parties with a
more abstract input distribution D and introduce a distinguisher B as shown on
Figure 2.3. The distinguisher B must output a single bit based on the output vector
(ψ1 , . . . , ψn , ψA ) corresponding to the outputs of computing parties P1 , . . . , Pn
and the adversary. The aim of the distinguisher B is to guess whether it is in
the ideal or real world. Let A and A◦ denote adversaries in the real and ideal
world, respectively. Additionally, let Pr [Bideal = 1] denote the probability of
distinguisher B returning 1 in the ideal world and Pr [Breal = 1] the probability
that it outputs 1 in the real world. Then we say that the protocol π is ε-secure if
∀A ∈ A, ∃A◦ ∈ A◦ , ∀D, ∀B ∈ B : |Pr [Bideal = 1] − Pr [Breal = 1]| < ε .
The sets of plausible adversaries A, A◦ and distinguishers B in this logical
formula determine the exact nature of security guarantees. Usually one considers
only efficient adversaries, which are modelled as non-uniform polynomial-time
algorithms. The set of distinguishers is either the set of all computable predicates
(statistical security) or efficiently computable predicates (computational security).
It is important to note that the adversary A◦ cannot depend on the input distribution or the distinguisher. In most security proofs the construction of the adversary
A◦ is explicitly given through a simulator construction A◦ = SA , where this notation means that the simulator S can use A in a black-box manner.
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2

3

S

TTP
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2

3

1

A

3

A

⇡

A

A

2

1

A

2

A
3

A

B

B

out

out

(a) Distinguisher in ideal world

(b) Distinguisher in real world

Figure 2.3: Distinguisher B has to distinguish between ideal world with simulator S, and
real world with protocol π.
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Another detail that determines security properties is the ratio of running times
of A◦ and A. If A◦ runs ρ times slower than A, then by participating in the
protocol π, the adversary A may speed up its computations up to ρ times compared
to ideal world. As a result, if the simulator S runs exponentially slower than A,
then the gain is so significant that we no longer can guarantee security of other
cryptographic primitives (e.g. encryption, hashing). Therefore, it is commonly
required that the slow-down factor ρ is polynomial in the running time of A.
The model of tolerated corruption is another important factor required for the
completeness of the definition. In this work, we only consider static corruption
model, where an adversary chooses parties to corrupt before the computations are
executed. Alternatively, the adversary can choose parties to corrupt dynamically
based on the information received during the protocol. This is known as adaptive corruption. The corruption can be either passive or active. Passive corruption
means that all parties carry out protocol without deviating from the protocol specification, whereas active corruption allows arbitrary deviations.
Finally, we emphasise that the security definition sketched above captures the
security of a protocol in stand-alone setting, where parties do not carry out other
computations concurrently with the protocol. As such, this definition is useful for
assessing security of the entire computation procedure. Usually, complex protocols are composed from smaller sub-protocols. For those protocols, it makes sense
to use more strict notions of security, which guarantee that security of a protocol
is preserved even if other protocols are executed in parallel. Universal composability [41, 40, 110] is a security notion that provides such level of security. As
standard result [40] assures that a secure protocol is also universally composable
if the black-box simulator is non-rewinding, we omit the formal definition of universal composability.
If we consider static corruption, then the simulation procedure can be split
into two conceptual steps. First, the simulator must somehow provide “correct”
inputs to the trusted third party. After that the simulator receives corresponding
outputs from the TTP and must create protocol messages to A that are consistent
with these outputs. In particular, if the adversary follows the protocol, then the
corrupted parties must obtain outputs as prescribed by the trusted third party. The
first part of the simulation is known as input extraction and the second part as
output equivocation.
In security proofs for protocols that compose other sub-protocols, we use the
notion of the hybrid world. In this model, sub-protocols are replaced by their corresponding ideal functionalities for easier argumentation. In the corresponding
security proofs one shows that ideal world and hybrid world are indistinguishable in the sense of SMC. That is, there exists a simulation strategy that allows
us to simulate messages of sub-protocols in the hybrid world. Note that simula-
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tion of hybrid world is much easier, as parties submit their inputs and get their
outputs from TTP to evaluate a sub-protocol. As a result, the simulator directly
gets inputs of sub-protocol and can freely prescribe corresponding outputs for the
sub-protocol. Hence, input extraction and output equivocation are much simpler.
If the ideal and hybrid world are indistinguishable, then the security follows
from the universal composability of sub-protocols. In a nutshell, universal composability assures that real and hybrid world are indistinguishable. This together
with indistinguishability of the hybrid and ideal world implies indistinguishability
of the ideal and real world, which is sufficient for security.

2.2.6

Roles in SMC deployment

We can assign each participant in secure multi-party computation one or more
roles from the following [23]. Input party (I) is a participant who either owns the
data or is deletegated by the data owner to perform operations on the data. Usually,
an input party can be offline for the rest of the process lifecycle. An input party
is the only party that has access to the input data. Computation party (C) invokes
SMC protocols on secret-shared data and, in the process, exchanges messages
with other C-s. A computation party also manages storage of the secret shared
or encrypted data if persistence is used. A result party (R) is a participant who
receives computation result from computation parties. In some applications, there
is also a separate verifier party (V) that audits if the secret sharing and computation
is carried out correctly according to the protocol. Verification can be carried out
either during or after the computation based on audit logs [111].
Example: Millionaire’s problem

The garbled circuits approach was initially motivated by the so-called millionaires’ problem [129] – two millionaires want to know which one of them has
more money without revealing their exact wealth to the other.
In this scenario (see Figure 2.4), both of the involved parties have their own
secret input (their wealth) so they are both input parties (I). By construction, the
amount of computation in GC is asymmetric between the parties. However, it can
be argued that both garbling the circuit as well as evaluating it takes computation
power so both parties can also be considered as C. Also, by construction, only the
evaluator gets the result of the computation and is thus the result party (R). It is
up to the specific application if the result should be forwarded to the other party.
It is also possible for the computation result to be encrypted with only the first
party having the key or secret-shared between several output parties [114].
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Figure 2.4: Roles in the garbled circuits construction.

Example: Outsourced computations

The killer application for fully homomorphic encryption is a case where computation on sensitive data is outsourced, e.g. to a cloud service. To protect the privacy
of the data, it is first encrypted by the input party (I) and then uploaded to a service provider (C). The encrypted result is sent back to the initial party, as it has
the corresponding decryption key, hence input party is also in the role of the result
party. The interaction is shown on Figure 2.5.

IR

C

Figure 2.5: Roles in the fully homomorphic encryption construction.

Example: Outsourced services

In practical applications, secret sharing based SMC is most suitable for analysing
data gathered from multiple sources (see Chapters 4 and 7). This category includes online questionnaires, auctions, but also combining whole data sets.
Figure 2.6 shows a combination of possible input parties (I): desktop applications, web (including mobile) forms, structured files and data sets. Each data
value is independently secret shared and the shares are distributed among computation parties (C). The result party (R) can be a statistician, a researcher or even
an automated data publishing program.

2.3

Combining SMC into information systems
2.3.1

Input parties

Based on the way input parties handle their data, we can divide practical SMC
applications into two categories. First, a setup where each data owner provides his
or her data directly into the system by secret sharing it between the computation
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Figure 2.6: Roles in the secret sharing based 3-party SMC construction.

parties. In this case, the input party is usually a person and his or her input is one
or a few records. Such examples include online questionnaire systems, auctions,
voting, etc. The data is created or input for this specific purpose.
Secondly, we can consider a setup where input data is gathered from existing
databases. In this case, the actual data owners are not directly involved in the
process and the role of input party is given to whoever manages the database.
Usually, in this setup there are only a few input parties but each of them have many
records. Examples here include combining private or public sector databases for
statistical studies or (financial) benchmark analysis.
In either case, the input party must send the value shares to the computation
servers directly so that no single proxy can read those. This is accomplished by
secure connections to each of the computation servers or encrypting each share
with the public key of the corresponding computation party. Hence, in both cases,
the input party must authenticate each computation party separately.
Furthermore, as the secret sharing of input data has to be performed at the
control boundary of the input party, special care must be taken when using webbased application for data input. The web server serving the application must not
be considered an input party as it is not under the control of the input party. Only
the content downloaded to the web browser is allowed to process input data. More
details on handling sensitive input data in web applications is given in Chapter 4.
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2.3.2

Computation parties

Integrating computation parties into an information system involves finding an
independent organisation for each of the computation nodes. For public sector
information systems, other public institutions and/or private companies are good
candidates. Competing companies are a good option for private sector information systems. For the latter option, it is best if all the computation parties share
the incentive to host such a privacy-preserving information system, e.g. they all
benefit from the outcome or have a legal obligation to participate.
Each computation party handles its security perimeter and storage of its shares,
including backups, independently. In principle, for n-out-of-n secret sharing
scheme with passive adversaries, we can differentiate between two attack scenarios.
First, for long-time storage of shares, i.e. when no secure multi-party computation protocols are running, it is enough for one party to remain secure in order
to protect the privacy of the shared values. This is true as no combination of n − 1
shares give any information about the actual secret value. Hence, when a data
breach is detected by at least one of the computation parties, a resharing protocol
must be initiated before the shares at all other computation parties are also compromised. Resharing protocol securely replaces all shares with fresh ones without
reconstructing the initial data values or contacting the input parties. After resharing, all computation parties must securely destroy all copies of the old shares as
they pose a confidentiality threat [21].
Secondly, a computation node may be compromised during the secure multiparty computations. In a passive security model, this would mean that an attacker
has gained access to the computation node and can read its memory and network
messages exchanged with other computation parties. At the same time, efficient
SMC protocols require honest majority of computation parties to remain secure.
Hence, using the 3-party additive secret sharing scheme with SMC protocols that
are secure in the semi-honest setting in S HAREMIND, no more than a single computation party may be compromised this way. Upon detecting such an attack,
the owner must first abort the computation and regain exclusive control over its
computation node to mitigate further leaks. Next, the computation nodes can initiate the resharing protocol to invalidate any shares that the attacker might have
collected during the breach.

2.3.3

Result parties

The role of a result party can be assigned to either a separate user of the information system or the information system itself can be the result party if the secure
computation result is used in further (public) computations by the system. In the
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latter case, the information system contacts the computation parties itself, receives
the result shares and recombines them to learn the result of the computation. In
case of a separate user as a result party (e.g. a person authorised to access privacypreserving survey results), the communication pattern depends on the sensitivity
of the computation result. If only the result party is allowed to see the result then
he must contact all of the computation parties directly, as the input party must
do. Otherwise, the information system is allowed to cache the result value for the
result party.
There is a big difference whether all computation parties are also result parties or not. If desired outputs are public, then some intermediary results can be
declassified to gain efficiency. For example, if we have a secret-shared table and
in the following computations we are only interested in its rows, where a given
predicate holds, the following steps are commonly performed. First, we obliviously shuffle (randomly permute) the rows in the table to hide the initial order of
rows. Then we obliviously compute the predicate on a given column and declassify the computation results. Finally, we discard all rows, where the declassified
predicate value is false. It is easy to see that this way the computation parties learn
the number of rows that satisfy the predicate. If computing parties are not allowed
to learn the number of rows that satisfy the predicate, then we must obliviously
compute the predicate on a given column and keep the result as a secret-shared binary availability vector. Further privacy-preserving computations would be done
on the full-sized table, while also obliviously taking into account the values in the
availability vector. Hence, this efficiency-privacy trade-off has to be considered
when designing SMC applications and assigning roles to parties.
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CHAPTER 3
CHALLENGES IN DEVELOPING
REAL-WORLD SMC APPLICATIONS
3.1

State of the art in real-world SMC
3.1.1

Danish sugar beet auction

By real-world applications the author considers practical SMC applications that
process real sensitive data. Thus, academic prototypes working in a lab setting or
using generated or public data have been left out from this chapter.
Secure multi-party computation was first used in such large-scale real-world
application in Denmark in 2008 when it was used to implement a double auction
to reallocate sugar beet production contracts between farmers and the sugar beet
production company [32]. In a double auction, each seller specifies how much
goods he or she is willing to sell for each price from a fixed set of potential prices.
Similarly, for each potential price, each buyer specifies how much goods is he or
she willing to buy for that price. The task for an auctioneer is to collect these
bids from all of the buyers and sellers and calculate a market clearing price – a
price where total demand equals total supply. Using SMC to calculate this market
clearing price mitigates the risk that any information learned from either buyers’
or sellers’ bids is misused, for example, in similar subsequent auctions.
In the Danish sugar beet auction, the role of the auctioneer was carried out
by three computation parties: the sugar production company Danisco, the representative of the farmers (DKS, the sugar beet growers association) and the SMC
technology provider (SIMAP project). The auction was divided into two logical
phases: bidding and tallying, where the latter involved secure multi-party computation, see Figure 3.1.
As there were 1229 bidders (input parties) in the setup, it was important to
make the bidding application easily accessible to the farmers and the Danisco
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company. This was accomplished by distributing the application as a Java applet
available from a web page that required user authentication. This application
allowed each bidder to place a bid for either buying, selling or both for each of
4,000 pre-configured prices. Each bid was then shared using Shamir’s 3-out-of-3
secret sharing scheme over a field Zp , where p is a 65-bit prime number [116].
In this application the three computation parties were not online during the first
phase and the input shares were stored in an intermediary proxy database. Before
sending the input shares to the proxy database, the bidding application encrypted
each share of an input with the public key of the corresponding computation party.
This was needed, as all of the shares were sent to a single proxy database that
otherwise could easily reconstruct confidential bids.
In the second phase, the representatives of the three computation parties downloaded their corresponding shares from the proxy database and used their private
key to decrypt the shares of bids. These decrypted input shares were then used
to initiate the secure multi-party protocol to find the result of the double auction.
The market clearing price itself was calculated using binary search, i.e. about 12
private comparisons were done during the computation phase. The second phase
of the auction was carried out over a 100 Mbit LAN connection and took about 30
minutes. However, most of it was spent on decrypting the individual input shares
by the computation parties. The SMC protocols were designed for semi-honest
security setting. As a result of this first SMC double auction, about 25 000 tons of
sugar beet production rights changed owner.
Since its first use in 2008, the same technology has been used again in the following years to reallocate sugar beet growing contracts in Denmark. The group of
people behind the sugar beet auction founded a company named Partisia with the
aim of commercialising the underlying technology [125]. In 2011 Partisia went
live with a secure software-as-a-service auction platform Energiauktion.dk, where
electricity contracts are exchanged between small and medium sized companies.
The technology is similar to the one used in the sugar beet auction, but the computation parties are deployed in Amazon cloud and the secure computation is carried
out over the Internet.

3.1.2

Financial benchmarking with SMC

The author of the thesis developed another SMC application working on real data
and deployed it in Estonia in 2011 [121, 31]. The Estonian Association of Information Technology and Telecommunications (abbreviated as ITL) is a consortium
that consists of local ICT companies and promotes their cooperation. As ICT is
a rapidly evolving field, ITL members feel the need to access financial benchmarking results of each other to see how the economic sector is doing. There are
the official and very detailed economic benchmarking results released by the Tax
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Figure 3.1: Deployment of SMC for Danish sugar beet auction. In phase I, each input
share is encrypted with the corresponding computation party’s public key and stored in a
central server. In phase II, each computation party downloads and decrypts its shares and
participates in the market clearing price computation.
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Figure 3.2: Deployment of the financial benchmarking application. Each consortium
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financial indicator separately and the result is published to the ITL board as a report. The
board shares the report with the rest of ITL members.
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and Customs Board annually, but this is too infrequent. ITL members agreed that
they will benchmark the sector themselves, by periodically collecting financial
indicators from ITL members and releasing an overview for themselves.
Initially, the ITL board were to collect the financial indicators from its members and release the report for the rest of the members. However, as the ITL board
also consists of board members of ICT companies, there was a fear of them misusing the data. This might also give the rest of the ITL members an incentive to
lie about their data or not to participate in the process at all. To mitigate that risk,
ITL decided to use secure multi-party computation to collect and process the data
so that only overview is released to the ITL board who is in the role of result party.
The financial benchmarking application was built using the S HAREMIND 2
platform and the role of the computation parties was taken by three ITL members
Zone Media, Microlink and Cybernetica. In order to reduce the maintenance cost
for the hosts, Cybernetica helped to set up the other two computation nodes and
thus had administrative access to these servers.
To make the data collection process easier for the ITL members (input parties),
the input was securely collected using a web-based form that was integrated into
ITL’s web page where the representatives of ITL members had access to. The
deployment of the components is shown on Figure 3.2, technical aspects of the
benchmarking application are covered in more detail in Chapter 4.
The data processing step itself was fairly simple. The values for each of the
collected financial indicators (total return, number of employees, percentage of
export, profit, etc.) were sorted using an oblivious bubble sort implemented in
S ECRE C 1 and the resulting sorted vector was published. On one hand, independently sorting each indicator meant that the connections between different indicators of a single company were erased. On the other hand, publishing all of the
original values to the ITL board gave it an opportunity to further process the data
with their favourite tools.
This is the first practical SMC application where the actual computation took
place over the public Internet. Compared to the the sugar beet auction described
before, the financial benchmarking application used web forms with JavaScript for
data input and secret sharing, not relying on any third-party plug-ins. Moreover,
the input shares were distributed among the computation parties by the data owner
without using any central servers for storage.
ITL used the application twice to collect data from its members in 2011. On
the second run, some enhancements were made. For example, the oblivious bubble sort was replaced with oblivious sorting network implementing Batcher’s oddeven merge sort algorithm [11]. Additionally, a user feedback survey was also
conducted together with the data collection. Although only 12 companies filled
in the feedback survey, the results can be meaningful as the companies are influ-
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ential players in local ICT market. First, the results (see [31, Fig. 2]) show that
ICT companies value this kind of financial benchmarking. Secondly, ICT companies value privacy as 2/3 of the participants familiarised themselves with the
SMC-related materials provided together with the benchmarking application and
for about half of the participants the enhanced privacy measures were the reason
they submitted their data. Moreover, 2/3 of the participants were willing to submit even more data (e.g. average salary or employee turnover). The user feedback
questionnaire was also implemented using the S HAREMIND platform.
ITL board decided not to use the SMC-based system for subsequent data collection as they concluded that Estonian ICT companies are too unique for such
anonymised survey. According to an ITL board member, from 70 ITL members,
only up to 18 would have been comparable by such a survey. When taking into
account that not all of these companies participated, the number of remaining
participants was too small to draw any statistical conclusions [83].

3.2

Missing capabilities and algorithms

These first practical applications of SMC brought out some of the technical capabilities that were still missing from the implementations. First, there were no easyto-use secure sorting methods implemented. Although in the financial benchmarking application, the quadratic complexity bubble sort was later replaced by a
sorting network, it was not a generic solution. The sorting network structure had
to be generated separately and taking into account the number of participants. As
sorting is a widely used subroutine in many algorithms, an efficient and generic
oblivious sorting method implementation is essential. The author addressed this
challenge and implemented oblivious sorting methods described in Chapter 6.
Secondly, both of the applications described here make use of a single database
table. In both applications, there is a single table with predefined set of columns
and each input party (bidders in the case of Danish sugar beet auctions and company representatives in the case of financial benchmarking application) adds a
single record to this table. However, there is another kind of application scenario
where multiple data sets need to be combined together. Imagine a use case where
input parties do not supply a single record but rather a whole data set and each
one of them has a different structure (so they cannot be concatenated). In this case
we need a privacy-preserving method to link records from one data set with the
records from the other data set according to some predicate, similarly to the table
join operation in SQL. Such secure database linking method was also developed
by the author and is introduced in Chapter 5.
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3.3

Lack of best practices in delivering and
administration

For practical SMC application deployments, there are two main requirements.
The computation parties must not collude with each other or any single outsider;
and all of the communications channels between all of the input, computation and
result parties must be secure.
In a distributed computing model such as SMC, parties have to communicate
over secure (i.e. encrypted and authenticated) channels so an adversary cannot
intercept or exchange messages. In practice, this is done by using TLS or similar
public key cryptography setup. As a prerequisite, parties have to exchange public
keys in order to know which incoming connections to trust. This key exchange
has to be done using a separate authenticated out-of-band communication channel. It is also worth mentioning that although the underlying secret sharing based
SMC schemes are information-theoretically secure, the communication channels
in practice are secure only against computationally bounded adversary. Moreover,
for performance reasons, protocol implementations use computationally secure
pseudo-random number generators instead of true randomness.
In the two example applications described here, the most important requirement of SMC – non-collusion of computation parties – was not formally enforced.
Moreover, non-collusion is extremely difficult, if not impossible, to enforce with
technical measures. Instead, it should be covered with either contractual obligations or better yet, one’s motivation to participate and keep their own data private.
As both applications were the first practical deployments of SMC by the respective research groups, there was less bureaucracy and more personal relationships involved: neither of the applications had any contracts between the involved
parties. The fact there were no SMC-related contracts formed in the Danish sugar
beet auction was confirmed in a private conversation among the S HAREMIND and
sugar beet auction team members [108].

3.4

Limited practical validation

In the Danish sugar beet auction, the computation parties themselves did not deploy SMC software, their only responsibility was to keep their private key secret
throughout the bidding and tallying phases. Similarly, in ITL financial benchmarking application, the chosen ITL members being in a computation party role
provided a virtual machine for the deployment, but actually didn’t install and manage SMC software themselves. This was done by a single administrator. Hence,
large stakeholders, e.g. governmental institutions, had not yet deployed SMC for
practical applications themselves. Such organisations have the responsibility to
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handle their client or citizen data with care. Here lie interesting legal questions.
For example, is sensitive data that is secret shared into random pieces and distributed among many parties still considered sensitive data from the legal point of
view? Can secret sharing be considered a form of encryption and if so then where
is the key? These questions have to be answered before it is possible to deploy
secure multi-party computation applications for such stakeholders.
By the deployment model of SMC, each computation party is independent in
following the protocol that computes something on the shares. If it encounters a
protocol message that looks suspicious then it can – and should – halt the protocol
to protect its shares. However, this model assumes that each computation party
actually knows what the SMC software is doing. Provided that not every organisation will implement their own SMC software, there has to be a way to verify the
software, either by code review, audit or having access to the source code.
From a technical point of view, IT departments of large organisations may not
be as volatile as university research groups or SMEs that are more eager to deploy
new software in their premises. Even with modern virtualisation technology, these
organisations cannot deploy any bleeding-edge Linux distribution as they have
specific processes in place to support and manage something that they are used
to or have support contracts for. Also, learning a completely new platform may
take too much resources. This is especially true for governmental organisations.
Moreover, these organisations usually require more than a verbal promise that
other involved parties allocate their resources to carry out the computation. Hence,
a contract has to be formed between the computation parties that at least specifies
the availability of the computation node as a service.
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CHAPTER 4
DEPLOYING SMC FOR WEB
APPLICATIONS
4.1

Data flow

In this chapter, we look at SMC applications where the role of input and/or result
party is implemented as a web-based application. We do not consider deployments
where web-based applications are computing nodes.
In SMC applications, the role of the input party is carried out by either the
data owner or a delegate that has permission to process this input data. In web
applications, this means that input data must be secret shared on the client side,
i.e. in the web browser. Technical problems that this introduces are covered in
Section 4.2.
In the simplest use case with an anonymous non-authenticated user, the user
secret shares her input and distributes the shares among the computation parties as
shown on Figure 4.1. The session ID is needed to synchronise the order of input
records between the computation parties as, with many concurrent users, the order
of received shares might get mixed up depending on the network configuration
and delays between clients and computation parties. The session ID could also be
generated by the server and given together with the application itself. However,
in such case the application must forbid the user to use the same session ID twice.
If authentication is required, it generally does not make sense to authenticate
to every computation party separately as this would require replicating user authentication code and user credentials database to each computation party. The
latter, in turn, increases the risk of the user information database be stolen or
leaked. Moreover, for an enhanced user experience, the communication with multiple computation parties should be transparent for the user. Therefore, the user
should rather authenticate herself to a central authority and provide some kind of
proof of authentication to the computation parties.
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Figure 4.1: Saving shares for anonymous input party.

We can assume that the user authenticates herself with the same web page
where she retrieves the application itself (Figure 4.2). In this case, this web page
can verify if the user is eligible for accessing the application and if so then generate a unique token that is then embedded within the application. In case of an
HTML form, this token can be a hidden form element. On the server side the
token is tied with the user account.
In addition to the shares and a generated session ID as in the non-authenticated
case, the web browser now also sends the authentication token to each computation party. The computation party itself must then contact the authentication server
to check if the access token is valid (i.e. generated by that server and not expired).
Upon a positive result, computation party stores the shares and replies to the user
with a success. The user (client web application) shall, after receiving such confirmation from all the computation parties, notify the authentication server of the
success. The authentication server then invalidates the access token. The access
token could also be used as a session ID, but then the application must guarantee
that the same session ID is never used to send different sets of shares on retries.

4.2
4.2.1

Overcoming barriers

Secret sharing in web browsers

First, secret sharing requires random number generation. It is possible to obtain cryptographically secure randomness directly from the operating system, or
alternatively, use a pseudo-random number generator (PRNG) seeded with such
strong randomness. Unfortunately, at the time of developing [121], web browsers
did not have a standard (HTML or JavaScript) interface for such PRNG. More38
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Figure 4.2: Saving shares for authenticated user.

over, JavaScript runs in a sandbox and therefore cannot communicate with operating system directly to gather randomness. Using browser plug-ins like Flash,
Silverlight or Java applets, as used in the Danish sugar beet auction application
described in Section 3.1.1, would have solved this problem. However, we did
not want to introduce dependencies that would force the user to install third-party
software. We felt that it reduces the applicability and makes them more reluctant
to participate.
Notice that by design of SMC and in the example of using S HAREMIND with
its 3-party protocol suite, we have a deployment with three separate servers hosted
by independent non-colluding parties. Hence, we can ask each server for some
amount of randomness by a simple server-side script and combine them together.
The server has access to its operating system’s entropy collection mechanism that
is able to generate cryptographically secure randomness. On the client side, in
the web browser, we use the bitwise XOR operation to combine the randomness
received from each server (see Figure 4.3). Thus none of the servers know the
resulting randomness that we are going to use as long as there is at least one noncolluding server.
If we need to share many inputs in the web browser, it makes sense not to
use the randomness gathered from the servers directly. Instead, we ask the in39
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Figure 4.3: Combining randomness from three computation parties to obtain secure keying material for AES in counter mode.

dependent servers enough cryptographically secure randomness to instantiate a
PRNG in JavaScript. For example, for AES-128 in counter mode, we need 128
bits of randomness for the key and another 128 bits of randomness for the initialisation vector (IV) [10]. Figure 4.3 illustrates this visually. As per [10, Appendix
D.3], we can generate at most 400 million bits with this PRNG before it has to
be reseeded with fresh randomness. As the additive secret sharing scheme used
in S HAREMIND requires 2n bits of randomness to secret share an n-bit value,
AES-128 in counter mode can be used to secret share 25 MB of data before new
random seed is required from the servers. Hence, in most applications where a
user fills in and submits a form, reseeding is not needed.

4.2.2

Communicating with computation parties
The Same Origin Policy

After the secret input is shared in the web browser, its shares have to be distributed
among the computing parties, i.e. uploaded to the servers. We also need to be
able to get information from the server, e.g. whether the authentication token was
valid and the request was successful. Moreover, we might require even more than
a request status from the server, e.g. in more advanced applications, computation
nodes might reply with the shares of SMC computation result. Hence, we need to
both upload and download data from the computation servers.
While it is possible for a web page to include resources from different servers,
the Same Origin Policy1 enforced by web browsers prevents JavaScript from accessing resources loaded from other origins than the one where the running code
1
Same Origin Policy – http://www.w3.org/Security/wiki/Same_Origin_
Policy
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was loaded. In particular, this policy restricts JavaScript from making new HTTP
requests to other origins. Simply put, “other origin” is defined as having a different domain, port or protocol scheme. Since the computation parties must be
independent, it is natural to assume that they have different origin, e.g. they are
hosted on different domains.
Therefore, there are two options to communicate with the computation parties
from a web page. First, using a central proxy server so that the web page communicates with a single server, that in turn distributes the messages among the
computation parties. This is similar to the proxy used in the Danish sugar beet
auction described in Section 3.1.1. Second, using facilities provided by HTTP
protocol or modern web browsers to bypass the Same Origin Policy.
Using a central proxy server

The central proxy approach requires each computation party to have an asymmetric key pair with the public key embedded in the web application. Each party’s
public key is used on the client side in the web browser to encrypt shares meant
for this computation party. The encrypted shares of all parties are then sent to
the central proxy server that distributes them among the independent computation
parties. Due to the Same Origin Policy restrictions, the role of the central proxy
should be carried out by the server where the web application is loaded from. This
solves the problem of uploading data to the computation parties.
At the same time, the confidentiality of computation servers’ replies must
also be protected. Using public key cryptography for this communication direction might be cumbersome as each user would need to generate a new key pair in
their web browser. Alternatively, the user may generate a symmetric encryption
key and send it to the computation parties by encrypting it with their public keys.
That way, only the user and computation parties know the common symmetric
key to use in further communication. Once the generated symmetric key is exchanged, this hybrid cryptography approach may also be used to distribute shares
as symmetric encryption is more resource-efficient.
However, using the central proxy server has some drawbacks. First, in order
to receive confidential data from the computation parties, the application in the
user’s web browser has to generate a symmetric encryption key and this requires
cryptographically secure randomness. The method of gathering randomness from
the computation parties described in previous section does not apply here as the
central proxy server would learn the combined random value. So the application
has to depend on the user having a recent enough web browser that provides a
cryptographically secure PRNG.
Secondly, central proxy server is a black box to the user and it can easily replace the public keys of the computation servers with its own. In order to avoid
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this, the certificates containing the public keys must be signed by a trusted authority. However, since the keys are used in JavaScript then the verification of the
certificates must also be carried out in JavaScript. Normally, this is done automatically by the web browser. Hence, it can be argued that communicating with
computation parties directly is more transparent to the user as he can verify that
the domains in use belong to the advertised computation parties. This can be done
by either studying the downloaded application code or reviewing web browser’s
network console.
Bypassing the Same Origin Policy

There are three methods for bypassing the Same Origin Policy restrictions. Two
of them, namely HTML5 Web Messaging API2 and Cross-Origin Resource Sharing3 , are supported by modern web browsers and require the requested resource
to know that it can be accessed from another origin. The third is a workaround
using a dynamically created script tag with a callback and works in virtually
every web browser. Next, we will give a brief overview of each of them.
In HTML, an iframe tag allows the browser to load a whole web page as a
subpage of the current web page. This web page may be loaded from a different
origin. However, the contents of the pages are strictly separated and the Same
Origin Policy does not allow these two pages to communicate with each other.
Nevertheless, with HTML5 Web Messaging application programming interface
(API) support, it is possible for a web page to communicate with the content of an
iframe in a controlled fashion. In our scenario, it is sufficient to load a simple
web page in an iframe from every computation party and using the HTML5
Web Messaging API, distribute the shares among the iframe-s. Each iframe
can then use its own JavaScript code to send the share to its server over a secure
connection. Since each iframe communicates only with the server where it
was loaded from, no Same Origin Policy restrictions apply here. Similarly, each
iframe can forward each computation party’s reply to the main web page.
Cross-Origin Resource Sharing (CORS) adds special headers to the HTTP
protocol so a web page can explicitly state from which other origins it can be
requested. When accessing resources from other origins with CORS, a browser
makes a preflight request to see if the resource has the special CORS headers set
to allow the request go through. With CORS headers set, cross-origin requests
from JavaScript are enabled using ordinary means, e.g. the XMLHttpRequest
method.
At the time of developing the ITL financial benchmarking application described in Section 3.1.2, the penetration of both HTML5-capable and CORS2
3

HTML5 Web Messaging – http://www.w3.org/TR/webmessaging/
Cross-Origin Resource Sharing – http://www.w3.org/TR/cors/
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enabled web browsers was very low so a fallback solution was also needed. A
well-known workaround with the HTML script tag was used to accomplish
that. Loading resources (e.g. images and scripts) in HTML is not affected by
the Same Origin Policy, so they can be loaded from any origin. Hence, we can
dynamically create a new HTML script element with a source address of our
choice and insert it into the Document Object Model (DOM) tree of the current
document. Upon this, the requested file is automatically loaded and, if it is valid
JavaScript file, it is also automatically executed. As we need to receive data this
way, the server can send the values in JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) that is
given as an argument to a function call:
someFunction({foo: ’This is a JSON object’});
This is a so-called “JSON with padding” format, or simply JSONP [79].
With this script tag workaround, we can send data to the server by encoding
it into the URL of the requested JavaScript file, for example:
<script src="file.js?k1=value1&k2=value2"></script>
It is important to note here that one can only make HTTP GET request in this
way as resources are loaded using GET requests. As GET request size (length
of parameters) limit is much smaller than for POST request, one can only send a
small amount of data with each request using this method. The GET request size
limit is configurable on the server side and in practice, web browsers set this limit
to 2–8 kilobytes. It was not a limiting factor in the financial data benchmarking
application, but has to be considered in larger applications.
The HTTP protocol nor web browsers provide any facilities to guarantee
authenticity of web pages, e.g. by signing the web page or JavaScript code.
Hence, we have to rely on communication channel security provided by HTTPS.
The connection to the initial web server as well as to the three web servers of
computation parties use encrypted and authenticated HTTPS connections. Using
any of the three methods mentioned above, the connections to the web servers
of computation parties are made in the background (either by JavaScript using
XMLHttpRequest method or by a hidden iframe). Hence, it is important
that these servers use HTTPS certificates that are automatically accepted by all
relevant web browsers – since the loaded web page is not shown to the user, he
or she cannot take any explicit action to accept an untrusted certificate. It is sufficient if every computation party’s web server uses a certificate that is signed
by a trusted root certificate authority or it’s intermediate authority. Modern web
browsers bundle about 50 trusted root certificates and some of them, e.g. the Let’s
Encrypt initiative4 , even provide free web server certificates so this requirement
can be easily fulfilled.
4

Let’s Encrypt – https://letsencrypt.org/
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4.3

Prototypes

For the ITL financial benchmarking application [121], the author of this thesis
developed a JavaScript library based on the Dojo Toolkit5 that was used in the
web browser to secret share input data and securely distribute the shares among
the web servers of computation parties. The library was able to switch between
the HTML5 Web Messaging API and the script tag workaround as necessary,
depending on the version of the web browser.
This library made it possible to easily create other web-based frontends to
SMC applications. The following is an overview of some such applications that
used and enhanced this library. The author of this thesis did not develop these
applications. However, they use the same ideas and architecture and the author of
this thesis was in the role of a consultant.

4.3.1

Cloud demo

A meeting of the European Cloud Partnership Steering Board consisting of representatives and decision makers from the IT and telecommunications sector was
scheduled to be held in Tallinn in July 2013. The Estonian Information System
Authority (RIA) was interested in demonstrating new innovative cloud technologies to the board members and contacted Cybernetica.
We decided to create a web application that uses SMC to compute various
statistics on the income of Estonian public sector employees. This data is freely
available in Estonia, and as such did not require us to obtain any permissions from
the data owners. Consequently, we could show real results instead of depending
on synthetic data. At the same time, in some countries this data is not public and
so using secure multi-party computation to publish only aggregate values on such
financial data serves as a good demonstration for the usefulness of SMC.
The salary information for all of the positions in local governments and ministries was collected and uploaded to the S HAREMIND installation using a web
application developed with the JavaScript library described earlier.
The computation parties were hosted by three organisations: RIA, the IT Center of the Ministry of Internal Affairs (SMIT) and Cybernetica. Each of them
hosted a S HAREMIND (version 2) computation node and an instance of Apache
web server. However, as the event was about cloud computing, the computation
parties did not host the servers in their premises but rather rented a cloud server
for independent cloud providers in Europe. RIA hosted its server in Microsoft
5

Dojo Toolkit – https://dojotoolkit.org/
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Azure6 , SMIT in Zone Media7 and Cybernetica in Linode8 .
We decided to collect input data without the local proxy database used in the
financial benchmarking application. Instead, we created an Apache web server
module so that an Apache server at each computation party received the input
shares from the web browser and forwarded them to the local S HAREMIND instance without saving them in any intermediary database. As such, Apache acted
as a HTTP interface for the S HAREMIND server.
In the case of the ITL financial benchmarking application (Section 3.1.2), a
web frontend was used only to input data into the system. The actual SMC process
was initiated by running a command-line application and the results were saved
as a file (although accessible from the web). In the public sector income analysis
demo, the computation was also initiated from the web and when finished, the
results (frequency tables and histograms) were also sent back to the web application. This was done to demonstrate that, on smaller data sets, SMC can be done
in near real time and web-based user interface is a convenient way to interact with
such a setup.
After demonstrating the web application to the European Cloud Partnership
Steering Board members, Cybernetica decided to make it available as a public
demo. Since the partners hosting the computation servers could not commit to
hosting indefinitely, it was decided that Cybernetica will take over managing all
three servers. Three independent cloud hosting providers were chosen: Amazon
EC2, Microsoft Azure and Zone Media.
For the new deployment, the Apache proxy was replaced by a Node.js proxy
that allowed to keep persistent connections between the S HAREMIND server and
the proxy. Previously, with the Apache module, a new connection to S HAREMIND
server was initiated on each web request, making it slower. Moreover, the Node.js
proxy uses the WebSocket API [55] to exchange data with the web browser. WebSockets allow to directly establish cross-domain connections as they are not restricted by the Same Origin Policy. The WebSocket connections are managed by
Node.js socket.io library that falls back to Flash or JSONP-based solutions on
older web browsers. Consequently, communicating with the computation parties
directly form the web page was faster and more robust than before.
In June 2014 the public cloud demonstration application was upgraded to use
S HAREMIND Application Server.
6
Microsoft Azure:
Cloud Computing Platform & Services – https://azure.
microsoft.com/en-us/
7
CloudServer - Zone.ee – https://www.zone.ee/en/service/cloudserver/
8
SSD Cloud Hosting - Linode – https://www.linode.com/
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4.3.2

Internal employee satisfaction survey

In January 2014, Cybernetica conducted its annual company-wide employee satisfaction survey using SMC. The deployment was very similar to that of the ITL
financial benchmarking application – Cybernetica employees used a web-based
form to participate in a survey. The three computation nodes were hosted by Cybernetica’s own employees. The survey system was not tied to company’s central
authentication system. Each employee was sent a unique random numerical token
that served as an identifier. This token allowed the company’s human resources
specialist to track who had already participated and also allowed the employee to
re-submit the form so that only the last version was taken into account.
The SMC-based employee satisfaction survey was used again in 2015 and is
the foundation of a cloud-based software-as-a-service survey system described in
Section 4.3.4.

4.3.3

Tax fraud detection prototype

The Estonian Tax and Customs Board has estimated that the government loses
over 220 million euros every year due to some companies avoiding value-added
tax (VAT) [74]. In 2013, the government proposed a change in legislation that
would make it compulsory for all companies to report all transactions with any
partner with whom the monthly sum of transactions is at least 1000 euros. However, the president of Estonia vetoed the proposal and sent it back to the parliament. In his decision, among other reasons, the president also expressed concerns
about the security needs of a new database that would contain a large portion of
all the transactions in Estonia [123].
Inspired by the raised privacy concerns, Cybernetica decided to build a prototype application that uses SMC to hide individual transactions while disclosing
companies with a fraud risk [20]. The application performs the risk analysis obliviously, flagging only companies with suspicious transactions. In the end, only the
flagged companies are revealed giving the tax official a well-founded justification
for seeing the full data of these companies. In this process, the privacy of honest
taxpayers is protected.
The user interfaces of the prototype for input parties and result party were
web-based. Companies could use a web-based form to upload their transaction
data in an XML format where each value was then secret shared in the web
browser using an updated version of the JavaScript library. The shares were then
distributed among the three computation parties. Similarly, an official could start
the risk-analysis process and retrieve the results in a web application.
On a test set of 2.6 million transactions from 2000 companies, the privacypreserving analysis took 43 minutes when deployed on Cybernetica’s local cluster.
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Based on the information from the Tax and Customs Board that data about a total
of 100 million transactions is provided by 80 000 companies each month, it was
estimated that the analysis would take ten days to complete.
After addressing some of the concerns, the updated version of the tax legislation was passed and the Tax and Customs Board started requesting the tax
declarations as initially planned. One of the concerns of the Tax and Customs
board was that they would have to share the fraud detection algorithm with other
computation parties, as currently the computed algorithm itself is not hidden from
the parties. Nevertheless, the Tax and Customs Board recognised the need to protect privacy of the data owners and agreed to reconsider adopting the technology
in the future if its deployment cost is further reduced [20].
The updates in both the JavaScript library and server-side components developed for the tax fraud detection system prototype application made it even easier
to create privacy-preserving web-based sample applications. For example, the author of this thesis were able to create a working voting application for the 2014
Eurovision Song Contest in just one evening.

4.3.4

Secure survey system

A secure online survey platform is implemented and deployed by PRACTICE
project partners Alexandra Institute and Partisia (Denmark) and Cybernetica (Estonia) since 2013 [124, 85]. The survey system is publicly available online at
https://practice-survey.eu/ and allows organisers to design surveys,
let people participate in the survey and see visual reports.
The user inputs are secret-shared in their web browser and distributed among
computation servers using JavaScript XMLHttpRequest calls with CORS HTTP
headers. All of the aggregated survey results are computed using SMC. The secure survey system allows to choose between two different SMC run-times: a
3-party S HAREMIND system with passive security, or a 2-party F RESCO backend
using SPDZ protocol suite with active security developed by Alexandra Institute
and Aarhus University.

4.4

Best practices

As seen from Table 4.1, the client side JavaScript library for developing privacypreserving web applications has been gradually upgraded to support more data
types and newer S HAREMIND versions. Most importantly, the initial need for a
proxy database has been removed so the web server (Node.js or Apache module)
forwards the shares directly to the S HAREMIND computation node. For ease of
deployment and administration, a possible step forward would be to integrate web
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server into S HAREMIND so that it has a native HTTP interface itself.
By now, most up-to-date web browsers support using different technologies
(HTML5 Web Messaging API, CORS headers, WebSockets) to bypass the Same
Origin Policy in a controlled fashion. These also support using HTTP POST requests with practical size limits in gigabytes. Hence, using several requests, there
is virtually no limit on the amount of exchanged data. Similarly, in addition to
asking cryptographically secure randomness from the computation parties, newer
web browsers support the Web Cryptography API9 that also provides a cryptographically secure PRNG via JavaScript.
However, there is still an inherent problem with deploying SMC applications
in the web. The idea of secure multi-party applications is to eliminate the need
to trust any single entity. Instead, the data owner trusts that a group of entities
(computation parties) behaves according to a protocol. The problem with webbased SMC applications is that the application code itself (namely the JavaScript)
is loaded from a single server in the form of a web page. As web applications
cannot be signed, the user must now either trust the web server providing the page
or audit the entire client-side code. In a sense, it is a variant of the “trusting trust”
problem [122].

9

Web Cryptography API – http://www.w3.org/TR/WebCryptoAPI/
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JavaScript with
socket.io, supports
floating point data types.
JavaScript with
socket.io, supports
all data types supported
by S HAREMIND.

JavaScript with
AngularJS, supports all
data types supported by
S HAREMIND.

2014.01

2015.04

2014.04

Java,
S HAREMIND 3 or
F RESCO/SDPZ.

Node.js with
socket.io,
S HAREMIND 2.
Node.js with
socket.io,
S HAREMIND 3.
Node.js with
socket.io,
S HAREMIND 3 or
Application Server.

Server side tech.
Apache server with
PHP and proxy
database,
S HAREMIND 2.
Apache module,
S HAREMIND 2.

XMLHttpRequest
with CORS headers.

WebSocket, fallback to
XMLHttpRequest
polling or Flash.
WebSocket, fallback to
XMLHttpRequest
polling or Flash.
WebSocket, fallback to
XMLHttpRequest
polling or Flash.

HTTP/JSONP.

Transport protocol
HTTP/JSONP.

Cloud demo (public version),
Cybernetica employee
satisfaction survey 2015, tax
fraud detection system
prototype, Eurovision voting
demo.
PRACTICE Secure Survey
System.

Cybernetica employee
satisfaction survey 2014.

Cloud demo (public version).

Cloud demo (initial version).

Used in
ITL financial benchmarking
app, STACC private survey.

Table 4.1: Upgrades to the JavaScript library and related server-side components.

JavaScript, HTML5 Web
Messaging or dynamic
script tag.
JavaScript, socket.io.

2013.05

2013.10

Browser side tech.
JavaScript, HTML5 Web
Messaging or dynamic
script tag.

Date
2011.02

CHAPTER 5
PRIVACY-PRESERVING DATABASE
LINKING
5.1

Introduction

By database linking, we mean merging databases horizontally so that the records
from different input databases belonging to the same entity are merged into one
record. An identifier for this entity has to be present in each input database and
we call it a key column or a key value.
Such merging operation allows us to combine customer data from different
organisations or link together state databases for research and supporting governance decisions. For example, for statistical analysis of health insurance, one
can link together insurance records and hospital patient records based on a Social
Security Number.
In this work we only consider the case where the linking is done based on the
equality of the key values in different data sets. In relational algebra and Structured Query Language (SQL), this is called equi-join. Although there are several
different types of join operations, depending on how missing values are handled,
we consider here only three of them that are most commonly used in applications.
These are all defined for two input tables (“left” and “right”, respectively) and can
be cascaded to support more inputs.
• Inner join considers only records that have a matching key value in both
the left and right data tables. Formally, in relational algebra, inner join is a
subset of the Cartesian product of the two input relations R and S and can
be expressed as
σθ (R × S),
where σ is a selection of elements based on a predicate θ, e.g. R.key =
S.key.
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• Left outer join takes the left input table and complements each of its record
with the values from the right table if a matching key value is found, or a
special “empty value” (e.g. “NULL”, “N/A”, etc.) if a matching key is not
found.
• Right outer join is a reverse to the left join. The right input table is taken
as-is and complemented with records from the left table that have matching
key values.
If a key value appears more than once in either input table, it is linked independently, e.g. all pairs are formed between the sets containing the occurrences of
this key value from the left and right input tables. Note also that a key may consist
of multiple attributes (e.g. a person name and a zip code) and all of the attributes
have to match in order to consider it being equal to another key value.
In this chapter, we will introduce a privacy-preserving equi-join functionality
based on an oblivious pseudo-random permutation function. The author has published the described protocols and their initial benchmarking results in [96] with
its extended version available at the Cryptology ePrint Archive [97].

5.2

Privacy-preserving join operation

An ideal functionality for database join operation takes two secret-shared input
data sets and outputs a new randomly ordered secret-shared data set where the
join predicate holds. No new knowledge, except the number of rows in the joined
data set should be published. While it is possible to hide the number of rows in
the result data set by adding dummy records, it is not practical as the size of the
output would have to be the product of the number of records in the input data
sets. Randomising the order of output records is necessary for limiting leakage, if
at some point a part of either the join operation input or output is published.
There is a straightforward privacy-preserving solution that naïvely follows the
database join algorithm. We can create a Cartesian product of the two input tables
by comparing each possible key value pair and adding the secret-shared comparison result to the table. The resulting table is then shuffled, i.e. its rows are
randomly reordered by using an oblivious shuffling protocol described in [98].
Then the values in the comparison column are opened and all rows with the comparison result bit set to zero are removed. The remaining table is exactly the inner
join of the two input tables. Notice that this method (referred to as NAIVE J OIN),
is not limited to using only an equality predicate, other oblivious operations (e.g.
less-than or greater-than) are also possible. As the oblivious shuffling protocol has
a complexity of Θ(m log m) for m-element vector, the asymptotic complexity for
the NAIVE J OIN algorithm is Θ(m1 m2 log (m1 m2 )), where mi is the number of
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rows in the i-th input table. However, in practice, its run-time is dominated by the
m1 m2 oblivious comparisons. We will treat NAIVE J OIN as a baseline solution.
Theorem 1. If a secure multi-party computation framework provides universally
composable protocols for database shuffle and oblivious comparison, then the
NAIVE J OIN protocol is universally composable in the information theoretical
model.
Proof sketch. The formal proof relies on three facts. First, the oblivious comparison leaks no information and the extra column can be simulated without problems.
Second, the shuffle completely hides the order of the database rows. Third, the
number of rows can be deduced from the ideal output and it coincides with the
number of ones in the publishing phase.
In the simulation construction, we fake all shares until the shuffle phase without any knowledge of the true output. Next, we use the oblivious shuffle protocol
to extract input shares of all malicious parties and submit them to the trusted third
party who outputs the corresponding output shares. The simulator assigns them
to random rows for m1 m2 shuffle outputs and sets the corresponding comparison
column to 1. Remaining rows are filled with shares of zeros. After the shuffle
simulation is completed, the simulator opens the values in the comparison column.

5.2.1

Database join for unique key values

Electronic Codebook (ECB) is a block cipher mode of operation that encrypts
each block of plaintext independently. Hence, for the same encryption key, equal
plaintext values yield equal ciphertext values. If we apply such encryption to the
values in the key column with an encryption key s, that none of the computation parties know, it is secure to reveal those encrypted key values. Without the
knowledge of the encryption key s, no party can trace any elements back to the
real values. As different keys map to different ciphertexts, we can perform the
actual join operation on declassified ciphertexts. However, non-key columns must
remain secret-shared.
The ECB encryption mode can be formalised as a pseudo-random permutation
family (πs ), where the encryption key s uniquely defines the applied permutation.
In our case, this encryption key s is secret-shared among the computation parties.
However, this database join leaks some information as it is possible to track
which rows from the first table are linked to particular rows in the second table.
By obliviously shuffling both input tables, this kind of leakage is avoided [98].
Algorithm 1 lists the steps of the resulting oblivious database linking protocol
P RP J OIN based on pseudo-random permutation (PRP).
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Algorithm 1: Secure implementation of P RP J OIN operation.
Data: Secret-shared database tables Ti with key columns ki
Result: Secret-shared equi-join T ∗ of the input tables
1

2

3
4

5

Database shuffling phase:
Computation parties obliviously shuffle each database table Ti
Let Ti∗ denote the resulting shuffled table with a key column k∗i
Encryption and join phase:
Miners choose a pseudo-random permutation πs by generating a shared
key s
Miners obliviously evaluate πs on all shared key columns k∗i
∗ ) and use standard database join to merge
Miners publish all values πs (kij
the tables based on columns πs (k∗i ). Let T ∗ be the resulting table.
Optional post-processing phase for colliding keys:
If there are some non-unique keys in some key column πs (k∗i ), miners
should perform additional oblivious shuffle on the secret-shared table T ∗

All the steps in Algorithm 1, except finding matching keys among published
values in step 4, are performed on secret-shared data. Most importantly, the resulting joined table T ∗ is also secret-shared and can be used in further computations.
Note the optional last step for obliviously shuffling the output in case there are
colliding keys in the input tables. This is further discussed in Section 5.2.3.
Note that since the actual join operation is performed on published values, it
is also possible to do left or right outer joins instead of the inner join. For outer
joins, it might be necessary to add “empty values” to records that do not have a
matching key in the other table. In practice, these empty values are (applicationspecific) secret-shared constants. Adding these to the relevant rows can be done as
part of the public join operation, as the final oblivious shuffle hides their location
in the final protocol output.
Theorem 2. Let (πs ) be a pseudo-random permutation family. If a secure multiparty computation framework provides universally composable protocols for database shuffle and oblivious evaluation of πs (x) from secret shared values of x
and s, and there are no duplicate key values in any of the input tables, then the
P RP J OIN protocol is universally composable in the computational model.
Proof sketch. For clarity, let us analyse the security in the modified setting where
(πs ) is the set of all permutations and Steps 1–4 are performed by a trusted third
party. Let m1 , m2 and m be the number of rows in the input tables and in the final
database table, respectively. Let y 1 and y 2 be the vectors of encrypted values
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published during P RP J OIN protocol. For obvious reasons, |y 1 ∩ y2 | = m and the
set y 1 ∪ y 2 consists of m1 + m2 − m values, which are chosen randomly from
the input domain without replacement. As Step 1 guarantees that the elements in
y 1 and y 2 are in random order, it is straightforward to simulate y 1 and y 2 given
only the number of rows m.
The simulation of the protocol is straightforward. As the protocol starts with
the secure oblivious shuffles, the simulator first executes sub-simulators of these
protocols. The input extraction phase allows us to recover all input shares of
the corrupted parties. Hence, the simulator can forward these input shares to the
trusted third party, who replies with output shares of resulting join table. From
these shares it can trivially learn the number of rows m in the final table.
For the output equivocation phase of the shuffle sub-simulators, the simulator
has to construct tables with the initial number of rows. For that, it splits the result
table into columns for input tables and duplicates the key column for both of them.
As m ≤ m1 , m2 , the simulator has to fake the rest of the remaining m1 − m and
m2 − m rows, respectively. For that, it generates valid shares of zeros for all the
values in the remaining rows. The simulator randomly permutes both tables and
gives them to the respective sub-simulator for output.
Next, the adversary starts to evaluate PRP on these key columns. The simulator uses output equivocation to specify the resulting published encryptions y 1
and y 2 . The simulator chooses the values for y 1 and y 2 so that correct rows are
joined. For this, the simulator first generates m unique ciphertexts that correspond
to matching rows. Additionally, the other m1 − m and m2 − m ciphertexts are
generated so that there are no collisions with any of the other ciphertexts.
Note that the rows obtained from the TTP are perfectly simulated. As the
adversarial coalition is small enough, the adversary cannot distinguish the fake
shares of remaining rows from the actual shares in the protocol.
It is easy to see that the simulation holds in the semi-honest model. The same
is true for the malicious model with an honest majority, since honest parties can
always carry out all the computations without the help from the adversarial coalition. In case of a dishonest majority, the adversarial coalition is allowed to learn
its output and then terminate the protocol. In our case, the simulator must terminate the execution when the adversarial coalition decides to stop after learning the
encrypted vectors y 1 and y 2 .
We can use the same simulation strategy for the original protocol where the
trusted third party uses a pseudo-random permutation family. As the key s is
unknown to all parties, the joint output distributions of the real and hybrid worlds
are computationally indistinguishable. The latter is sufficient, as security in the
hybrid model carries over to the real world through universal composability of
share shuffling and oblivious function evaluation protocols.
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By combining oblivious AES (see Section 5.3) as a pseudo-random permutation function πs and oblivious database shuffle protocol from [98] we get an
efficient instantiation of the P RP J OIN protocol. The resulting protocol performs
Θ(m1 + m2 ) oblivious PRP evaluations and Θ(m1 log m1 + m2 log m2 ) public
computation operations, where m1 and m2 denote the number of rows in input
tables1 .

5.2.2

Handling unique multi-column key values

In some data sets, the identifier for an entity might consist of several attributes. For
example, a person might be identified by the combination of name and a birth date
or a name and a ZIP code. We can deduce this case of using multiple columns for
a key value to the previous case by hashing values in multiple columns together
to obtain a single value. An ε-almost universal hash function is a function h :
K × M → T that compresses message into shorter tags so that the following
inequality holds:


∀x, x0 ∈ M : x 6= x0 ⇒ Pr k ← K : h(k, x) = h(k, x0 ) ≤ ε.
Such hash function should support efficient oblivious evaluation to be usable in
our scenario. The Carter-Wegman construction [42]
h(k, x) = xs ks + · · · + x2 k2 + x1 k1
is a good candidate for our application as it requires only a few simple operations and is (2−` )-almost universal when computations are done over the field
F2` . Alternatively, we can also make use of several independent Carter-Wegman
functions over F2 . For ` independently chosen keys, we still get the collision
probability of 2−` . In the semi-honest model, the resulting protocol retains the
same communication complexity as the complexity scales linearly w.r.t. the bit
length. In the malicious model, the communication complexity depends on the
implementation of the oblivious multiplication protocol. Compared to other constructions based on pseudo-random functions, the Carter-Wegman function has
a low multiplicative complexity, which makes it a good choice for reducing the
block cipher input size in our scenario. Oblivious hashing algorithm O HASH steps
are listed in Algorithm 2.
Theorem 3. If a secure multi-party computation framework provides universally
composable protocols for addition and multiplication over F2 , the O HASH protocol is universally composable in the information theoretical model. For ε-almost
1

The theoretical asymptotic complexity is higher, as the size of the database can be only polynomial in the security parameter and thus oblivious PRP evaluation takes poly(m) steps. Consequently, the protocol is asymptotically more efficient than the naive solution as long as the PRP
evaluation is sub-linear in the database size.
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Algorithm 2: Oblivious hashing O HASH.
Data: A secret-shared s-bit message x
Result: A secret-shared `-bit hash value (h(k` , x), . . . , h(k1 , x))
1

2
3

Offline phase:
Generate shared random keys (kij ) for the Carter-Wegman construction
Online phase:
Treat each key tuple as a long bit string x = (xs , . . . , x1 )
Use secure scalar product algorithm to compute the secret shared hash
code:
h(kj , x) = xs ksj + · · · + x1 k1j , for j = 1, . . . , `

universal hash function and m invocations of O HASH, the probability that two
different inputs lead to the same output is upper bounded by 21 m2 ε.
Proof sketch. The claim about security is evident as multiplication together with
addition is sufficient to implement scalar product over F2 . The collision probabilm2 ε
ity follows from the union bound Pr [collision] ≤ m
2 ·ε≤ 2 .
Security of the hash function

By using a hash function, we introduce a possibility that two different key values
have an equal hash value. Such collision among the hashed key values of a single
table invalidates the uniqueness assumption of Theorem 2, whereas a colliding
hash value for non-equal keys from different tables introduces a false entry in the
resulting joined table. Hence, the key length of the chosen hash construction has
to be chosen so that the probability of collisions would be negligible.
For example, by accepting a failure probability of 2−80 , a 128-bit CarterWegman construction allows us to use tables with up to 33.5 million entries. This
is enough for many practical applications. For smaller data sets with up to a million entries, even an 119-bit Carter-Wegman construction is sufficient.
Optimising oblivious hashing

We noticed that, if implemented naïvely, the O HASH may become the bottleneck
in the P RP J OIN protocol. This is due to the fact that Algorithm 2 computes each
bit of the hash separately and thus duplicates the data vector x for each output bit,
resulting in ` copies of x. This yields larger communication complexity than our
chosen pseudo-random permutation function, AES.
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However, as the Carter-Wegman construction is essentially a matrix multiplication over the field F2 , we can take advantage of a common matrix multiplication optimisation used in SMC. First, values are converted from 3-out-of-3 secret
sharing scheme to the replicated secret sharing scheme by each party sending its
shares to the next one in a circle. This allows all parties to compute all the necessary scalar products locally. Finally, to guarantee uniform share distribution, and
thus security [25], the output shares are reshared by masking them with random
values. The result is depicted as Algorithm 3 for three computation parties. For
double indices, the first index shows the output bit being computed while the second shows which party holds the bitstring. All inputs are bitwise shared and the
superscript index notes the bit operated on.
Algorithm 3: More efficient protocol for Carter-Wegman hash.
Data: Secret-shared s-bit value [[m]] and shared s-bit keys [[k1 ]], . . . , [[k` ]]
Result: Secret-shared `-bit hash value [[c]]
1

Precomputation phase:
Each party Pi generates ` random bits ri1 , . . . , ri` ← Z2

4

Data distribution phase:
P1 sends s-bit shares m1 , r1 , k1,1 , . . . , k`,1 to P2
P2 sends s-bit shares m2 , r2 , k1,2 , . . . , k`,2 to P3
P3 sends s-bit shares m3 , r3 , k1,3 , . . . , k`,3 to P1

5

Post-processing phase:
Each Pi computes

2
3

t
t
t
t
wij
← mti ∧ kj,i
⊕ mti−1 ∧ kj,i
⊕ mti ∧ kj,i−1

for each key j ∈ {1, . . . , `} and bit t ∈ {1, . . . , s} and sums them up
1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ ws ⊕ rj ⊕ rj
together with re-randomisation cji ← wij
ij
i
i−1
Theorem 4. Assume that the shares of m are correctly generated. Then Algorithm 3 is correct and secure against a single passively corrupted party.
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Proof sketch. For each bit cj of MAC the correctness follows from
!
3
s
M
M
j
t
t
t
[[cj ]] =
mti ∧ kj,i
⊕ mti−1 ∧ kj,i
⊕ mti ∧ kj,i−1
⊕ rij ⊕ ri−1
=

t=1
i=1
3
s
MM
i=1 t=1

=

s
M
t=1

t
t
t
mti ∧ kj,i
⊕ mti−1 ∧ kj,i
⊕ mti ∧ kj,i−1



(mt ∧ kjt ) = h(kj , m)

since the inner most sum contains all combinations of ma ∧ kb .
For the security analysis, it is sufficient to consider the corruption of P2 who
receives all shares owned by P1 . Note that two shares out of three always have a
uniform distribution. Hence, it is trivial to simulate all messages received by P2 .
Since P2 is semi-honest, the simulator can extract shares of the message and keys
from the input of P2 and submit them to the trusted party who will return shares
c12 , . . . , c`2 . Since the simulator knows what random values r21 , . . . , r2` P2 is going
to use, it can pick r11 , . . . , r1` so that P2 will indeed output c12 , . . . , c`2 .
Benchmarks show that for 288-bit input and 128-bit output, the running time
of a single O HASH as shown in Algorithm 2 is 25 ms, while the amortised running
time per hash is 5.7 ms. For the optimised version shown as Algorithm 3 these figures are 11 ms and 0.012 ms, respectively. As the optimised version uses network
more efficiently, its optimal amortised cost is reached by doing 4096 hash computations in parallel. For the unoptimised version, the stable network throughput
is reached already with 16 parallel invocations. In the context of P RP J OIN, the
former is about 10 times slower than AES, while the optimised version has only a
minimal impact, counting for about 5% of the running time of the whole protocol.

5.2.3

Database join for non-unique key values

As the P RP J OIN publishes pseudo-randomly permuted key values, it is trivial to
see that it leaks the coinciding keys in input tables. Moreover, without the extra
shuffle at the end of the protocol it shows how many records match for each particular key in the output table. If the joined table is used in further computations
and some of its values are eventually published, this might be enough to deduce
some personal information.
The extra shuffle step at the end of the protocol destroys part of this link, but
some information is still leaked. One can still observe how many keys from one
table are matched against a key in another table. More formally, let the occurrence
signature for a key be the number of occurrences in each table. We can then
formulate the following security claim.
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Theorem 5. If the secure multi-party computation framework satisfies the same
assumption as in Theorem 2, the P RP J OIN protocol leaks only the final size of the
database and occurrence signatures without the corresponding key values.
Proof sketch. The proof is similar to the proof idea used for Theorem 2 and we
use the same notation here. First, the simulator forwards all input shares to the
trusted third party and gets back the joined table together with the occurrence signatures. The simulator learns the number of output rows m from the output table.
Additionally, it learns which keys from the first table matched with how many
keys from the second table by looking at the occurrence signatures. Next, the
simulator generates the encrypted columns y1 and y2 by choosing random values
from the proper domain and setting some of them equal so that the occurrence
signatures hold. These vectors together with the faked shuffled databases (shares
of zeros) are sent to the adversary. Finally, the simulator can also forward the real
output table to the adversary. Note that, unlike for Theorem 2, the simulator does
not have to align the output shares with the encrypted vectors as this relation is
destroyed by the final shuffling step.
If leaking the occurrence signatures is acceptable for a given application, then
the P RP J OIN protocol with the additional shuffle step at the end can also be used
with non-unique keys. Unfortunately, in some applications, the number of occurrences for a key might already leak sensitive data. For example, in the presence
of auxiliary information, the number of visits to a doctor may uniquely identify a
person.
In many cases, the number of colliding keys may be small in practice. Moreover, the upper bound ` to the number any key may occur in a table may be
publicly known. Then it is possible to hide colliding key values by obliviously
adding fake rows to input tables such that each key occurs exactly ` times. This
size unification idea is given as Algorithm 4.
The mask-and-mix phase uses two shared binary vectors b and c to keep track
of fake rows. The former is only used inside the protocol while the latter is added
to the output table. In the output table of the protocol, c can be used to filter
out fake rows: ci = 1 for either one or both input tables, depending on the used
join method (inner, left or right outer join). The oblivious sorting step has to
lexicographically order the rows according to the predicate
(ki , bi )  (kj , bj )

⇔

ki ≤ kj ∧ bi ≤ bj

using, e.g. radix sort or any other compatible oblivious sorting algorithm from
Chapter 6. For step 5, we need a secret-shared counter n and the update rule:
(
(
n + 1, if ki−1 = ki ,
0, if n ≤ ` ,
n=
bi =
1,
otherwise ,
1, otherwise .
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Algorithm 4: Size unification protocol S UNIF.
Data: Secret-shared table with key column k
Result: Secret-shared table with exactly ` copies of each key value
1

2

3

4

5

6
7

Mask-and-mix phase:
Add two secret-shared bit columns b and c for marking fake rows. Initially
they are filled with shares of zeros.
For each row, add ` − 1 fake rows with the same key and flags bi = 1 and
ci = 1
Apply oblivious shuffle to the database table to hide the content
Sort-and-filtering phase:
Sort all rows according to the key value and the flag pairs so that fake
entries with same keys are always after the non-faked ones
Linearly scan key-flag pairs (ki , bi ) and set flag bi to zero if less than `
rows with the same key precede the current row
Apply oblivious shuffle to the table and open the index column b
Delete all rows, which are still marked as fake, i.e., bi = 1

The counter n shows how many elements with the value of ki there are up to the
current i-th position. The values in b show if the number of consecutive equal
elements in k is greater than our maximal allowed number of colliding keys `. An
example of counter n and vector b for a sorted vector k using ` = 2 is shown
below:
k: 1 1 2 2 2 3 4 4 4
n: 1 2 1 2 3 1 1 2 3
b: 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1
As seen, instead of a counter, we can also encode n as a vector. Consequently,
one possible optimisation for S UNIF is to construct the whole vector b in parallel.
This can be done obliviously by comparing each value in k with ` previous values.
This requires ` comparisons, which can be done in parallel for each element of k,
and ` − 1 logical conjunctions, that can be done using a binary tree approach. As
a result, the round complexity of computing b is O(log `).
Theorem 6. Assume that a secure multi-party computation framework provides
universally composable protocols for arithmetic operations and protocols for oblivious sort and shuffle and the maximal number of keys with the same value is below
`. Then the S UNIF protocol produces a database where each key appears exactly
` times and leaks only the number of distinct keys.
Proof sketch. For the proof, note that the third and sixth step destroy all information about the location of fake rows and the number of ones revealed at the last
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step is determined only by the database size and the number of distinct keys. The
simulation construction is analogous to the previous proofs.
Instead of removing the rows with unused keys (bi = 1) in the last step of
Algorithm 4, we can assign them new unused keys such that each key occurs
exactly ` times. For example, one way to accomplish that is to replace all of
the keys with subsequent values from a global counter d. We know that for each
unique key value, there are exactly ` non-fake rows. Hence, each unique key value
of pairs (ki , bi = 0) is replaced by a subsequent value from the counter d. For all
the fake rows (b = 1), we can assign ki = d and increment d after ` assignments.
As initially we added ` − 1 new rows for each existing database row, then the total
number of rows is divisible by ` and thus each value of d is assigned exactly `
times. Let us denote this protocol as S UNIF+ .
Corollary 1. Let the number of key occurrences be bounded by a public constant
`. Then by combining S UNIF+ and P RP J OIN protocol we get an equi-join protocol
that leaks no information besides the number of rows in the output table.
Proof sketch. The P RP J OIN protocol leaks no information as each key occurs exactly ` times. However, the resulting table after the join phase contains rows
that consist partly of fake entries. Then, we can use all fake flags ci to compute
whether the row is valid or not in the post processing step and eliminate invalid
database entries. Again, this leaks no information as the number of invalid entries
is determined by the number of rows in the output table.
The combination of S UNIF+ and P RP J OIN has the complexity of roughly
Θ(`m log m) and is thus much faster than the baseline solution NAIVE J OIN with
quadratic complexity.

5.2.4

Related work

As a very practical task, privacy-preserving database linking task has been studied before. Unfortunately, none of the solutions are applicable in our composable
model where both the input and output tables are secret-shared. One of the pioneering works in privacy-preserving data-mining described how exponentiation
can be used in order to compute equi-join of data tables [3]. However, the idea
worked in a two-party setting and the resulting table was published.
Freedman et al. showed how to implement secure set intersection with oblivious polynomial evaluation and balanced hashing [58]. Unfortunately, their ideas
are also not directly applicable here as their two-party protocol assumes that key
values are a local input, whereas in our setting the data is secret-shared. Moreover,
oblivious polynomial evaluation allows to check if a given element belongs to a
set. However, in P RP J OIN similar tests are actually done on published data.
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The idea of Hazay and Lindell [73] of using pseudo-random permutation to
hide the key values and perform set intersection on published ciphertexts is the
closest to us. However, in their two-party protocol one of the parties learns the
intersection.
Perhaps the most compatible solution to ours is given by Hadavi et al. in [70],
where they use a searchable secret sharing scheme that allows to translate user
queries into queries over shared values by the user himself.

5.3

Oblivious AES

Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) is a symmetric block cipher algorithm approved by the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) [106]. AES
works on 128-bit blocks of data, i.e. both its plaintext and ciphertext blocks are
128 bit long. The NIST FIPS-197 standard states that AES can be used with key
lengths of 128, 192 or 256 bits. In this work, we will use AES-128, which denotes
AES with 128-bit keys. However, the results here also apply for other key lengths
as it only affects the number of rounds in the key derivation and encryption phases.
In this section, we will describe and implement AES that works on secretshared data. In this setting, the plaintext, key and ciphertext are all bitwise secretshared and not known to any single party.
The main motivation for implementing such oblivious AES is to use it as a
pseudo-random permutation function to encrypt the key values in the privacypreserving database join protocol P RP J OIN. Moreover, a similar idea of using
oblivious AES as a pseudo-random permutation is used to implement privacypreserving group by operation in [88]. Both of these operations are used in the
privacy-preserving extract, transform, load (ETL) step of the statistical study described in Chapter 7.
However, AES has other application areas besides the obvious encryption.
For example, in counter mode, AES can be used as a pseudo-random number
generator [10]. Moreover, implementing AES on secret-shared data is interesting
in its own right as it is widely adopted as a benchmarking test [112, 49, 77, 95,
50, 107, 78, 92, 63, 90, 64]. Hence, it allows us to compare our secure multiparty computation platform with other implementations. Finally, we can think
of oblivious AES as a trusted hardware on a cloud environment that reduces the
security requirements needed for symmetric key management [49].
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5.3.1

Oblivious implementation of the S-box
AES algorithm overview

We have designed our oblivious AES protocol by following the NIST FIPS-197
standard [106]. The main part of the AES cipher is the round function that consists
of four byte-oriented transformations (see Algorithm 5). The number of rounds
Nr is determined by the key length. For example, using 128-bit keys, a total of 10
rounds are executed, with the final round missing the MixColumns() operation.
Before the actual cipher rounds, the encryption key is expanded into round keys
using similar byte transformation operations.
Algorithm 5: AES cipher structure [106].
Data: 16-byte state and round keys (4 · (Nr + 1) bytes)
Result: 16-byte state
AddRoundKey(state, roundKey[0])
foreach r ∈ {1, . . . , Nr − 1} do
SubBytes(state)
ShiftRows(state)
MixColumns(state)
AddRoundKey(state, roundKey[r])
end
SubBytes(state)
ShiftRows(state)
AddRoundKey(state, roundKey[Nr])
Each round starts by SubBytes() operation that applies a one-for-one substitution table (S-box) independently for each byte of the 16-byte cipher state.
Applying the S-box (see Figure 5.1) is the only non-linear operation in the AES
algorithm and it is also used by the SubWord() operation in the key expansion
phase that applies it to each byte in its 4-byte input.
The other three round transformations use linear operations on the cipher state.
ShiftRows() shifts bytes in the last three rows of a (4×4)-byte state in a cyclic
manner using different offsets. MixColumns() mixes the columns of the state
using linear operations over GF(28 ). Finally, AddRoundKey() combines the
round key into the current state using XOR operation.
All linear operations can be carried out independently by each computation
party on their shares. Hence, applying the S-box substitution table is the only
operation that requires network communication and determines the complexity of
the oblivious implementation.
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Figure 5.1: S-box: substitution values for the byte xy (in hexadecimal format) [106].

S-box by oblivious selection

Basically, S-box can be thought of as a 256-element lookup table containing a
substitution value for every possible byte value. In our setting, the selection index
is secret-shared. Hence, we need an oblivious array selection that can be achieved
by combining techniques described in [98].
Given a byte value x that we want to substitute, we have to construct a zeroone index vector z that has a value 1 at position zx and all of the other positions
are filled with zeros. Let x7 x6 . . . x0 be the bit-representation of the input value
x and i7 i6 . . . i0 be the bit-representation of index value i = 0, . . . , 255. Then,
each position of the index vector can be expressed as a conjunction of equality
predicates zi = [x7 = i7 ] ∧ . . . ∧ [x0 = i0 ] and the corresponding shares can be
computed by evaluating multinomials
zi = (x7 ⊕ i7 ⊕ 1) · · · (x0 ⊕ i0 ⊕ 1) .
Hence, the first value in the index vector is z0 = (1 ⊕ x7 )(1 ⊕ x6 ) . . . (1 ⊕ x0 ),
the second value is z1 = (1 ⊕ x7 )(1 ⊕ x6 ) . . . (1 ⊕ x1 )x0 , etc.
Note that each of the 256 multinomials zi is of degree 8 and thus, in total, this
requires 1792 multiplications over F2 . To optimise the number of communication
rounds, we group the terms bij = xj ⊕ij ⊕1 by the j-th bit in each index position:
b7 = (b0,7 , . . . , b255,7 ), . . . , b0 = (b0,0 , . . . , b255,0 ) ,
and using vectorised bitwise multiplication evaluate these in a row. Doing this
sequentially, one bit position at a time, would take seven multiplication rounds.
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However, using a tree-style evaluation strategy by folding the vector into two after
each round, we can accomplish this in three multiplication rounds:
z = ((b7 · b6 ) · (b5 · b4 )) · ((b3 · b2 ) · (b1 · b0 )) .
The communication complexity of creating the index vector can be further decreased by using the recursive nature of the index vector as proposed by Launchbury et al. [95]. Instead of using a top-down approach of folding a large vector
together each round, it is possible to use a bottom-up method of recursively extracting and replicating smaller vectors to combine the same index vector. For
reference, we also implemented the idea proposed in [95].
As a second step, the index vector is used to obliviously choose the right
value from the S-box array. However, since the constructed index vector is binary,
each bit of the output value has to be calculated separately. This can be done
by computing a scalar product of the index vector z and the S-box array y. Let
y j = (y0,j , . . . , y255,j ) denote the vector of j-th bits of y. Then, the j-th bit of
the S-box output, fj , can be computed as
fj = hz, y j i =

255
X

zi yij

i=0

over F2 . As the output table y is public, this step can be done locally by each
computation party and does not introduce any extra communication complexity.
S-box by circuit evaluation

The S-box evaluation by constructing an oblivious selection index is bound to give
us sub-optimal performance results as we need to “touch” all of the elements in
the output table although we are interested in just one.
Alternatively, we can solve this problem by using secure computation techniques based on branching programs [80]. This is done by converting the expression for fj to a binary decision diagram B with minimal number of decision
nodes. Diagram B is then evaluated bottom-up by a corresponding arithmetic circuit. Let c be the number of decision nodes and d be the longest path in B. Then,
as oblivious evaluation of each decision nodes takes two secure multiplications,
the resulting circuit evaluation protocol consists of 2c secure multiplications over
F2 that are arranged into d parallel rounds. Hence, the shape of B determines the
performance of the evaluation.
Luckily, AES S-box evaluation circuits are thoroughly studied by the hardware optimisation researchers. In this work, we use the designs by Boyar and
Peralta [35, 36]. However, their motivation is minimising the total number of
gates in the circuit and it’s overall depth. For us, it is most important that the
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circuit contains as few AND (multiplication) gates as possible as XOR gates can
be evaluated locally as we use bitwise shared values. Hence, their newer circuit
design with 128 gates may not be the most suitable for us as it contains 34 AND
gates and has a multiplicative depth of 4. Their previous work [35] with 32 AND
gates and multiplicative depth of 6 may be more suitable when we do many S-box
evaluations in parallel as is the case in privacy-preserving database join operation2 .
Since extended versions of both mentioned articles contain straight-line C-like
descriptions of the circuits, it is possible to implement the corresponding secure
evaluation protocols. However, these circuits are designed to work with individual bits whereas the smallest data type sent over a network is a byte. Hence, to
avoid wasting 7 bits for each bit of useful data, we pack several S-box evaluations into parallel executions. This is trivial to accomplish for SubBytes()
as it works with 16-byte states and thus executes 16 S-boxes in parallel anyway.
In SubWord() that does only 4 S-box evaluations in parallel, group whole two
AES blocks together if possible.

5.3.2

Security analysis

All of the aforementioned methods for evaluating the AES S-box are arithmetic
circuits using only multiplication and addition gates. Hence, it is straight-forward
to prove the following result.
Theorem 7. If a secure multi-party computation framework provides universally
composable protocols for bitwise addition, bitwise multiplication and bit decomposition, then all three AES S-box implementations are universally composable.
Any universally composable AES S-box implementation gives rise to a universally
composable SMC protocol for the AES block cipher.
Proof sketch. Let us consider the hybrid model where each protocol instance is
replaced with an ideal implementation that gathers all input shares and distributes
shares of correct outputs. Then it is easy to see that output shares of any arithmetic
circuit are correctly computed and coincide with the case where the trusted third
party outputs just the shares of the circuit output. Due to the properties of secret
sharing, all shares of intermediate results received by the adversarial coalition leak
no information and can be easily simulated. Hence, the simulation construction
in the hybrid model is straightforward and the security follows from the universal
composability of addition and multiplication.
2

After publishing our results in [96], Peralta has updated his web page (http://cs-www.
cs.yale.edu/homes/peralta/CircuitStuff/CMT.html) with a new AES S-box circuit with 113 gates. We do not consider this construction here separately, as it also consists of 32
AND gates.
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Note that Theorem 7 holds not only for the honest-but-curious security model
of S HAREMIND but also for any active model supporting verifiable bitwise addition and multiplication operations on shares. There are two principal ways to
accomplish this.
First, we can embed elements of F2 into a larger finite field F2t with an extension element α and use a verifiable secret sharing scheme supporting multiplication over F2t . Then it is possible to use universally composable bit decomposition [47] that splits a secret x ∈ F2t into a vector of shared secrets xt−1 , . . . , x0
such that x = xt−1 αt−1 + · · · x1 α + x0 . Consequently, all requirements of Theorem 7 are satisfied and we have a secure AES implementation in an active model.
However, due to embedding, all of the shares are now longer.
Alternatively, we can use oblivious message authentication codes [51] to guarantee the integrity of individual bits without extending the shares themselves. Unfortunately, the message authentication code itself can be much longer than the
share of a bit that it protects. The solution is to use a single authentication code
for larger groups of bits. This works well in our model as, in most applications,
we evaluate many circuits in parallel.

5.3.3

Performance tweaks

The data to be encrypted is rarely as short as only a single AES block length of 128
bits. Hence, in practical applications where the encryption of subsequent blocks
do not depend on each other (e.g. Electronic Codebook (ECB) and Counter (CTR)
modes of operation) it makes sense to encrypt several data blocks in parallel. In
S HAREMIND, this is naturally possible as protocols work on vectors of share values. Hence, vectorised AES operation takes a vector of plaintext shares together
with a vector of key shares as input and outputs the vector of ciphertext shares.
Moreover, in many applications the same key is used to encrypt several blocks
of data, for example in the case of P RP J OIN. Then the key expansion routine in
AES has to be evaluated only once and the array of secret-shared round keys
stored for later use. Such separation of pre-processing (key expansion) and online
(encryption) phases decreases the amortised cost for the oblivious AES evaluation.

5.4

Benchmarking results
5.4.1

Test setup

We carried out performance tests for both the privacy-preserving database join
operation and oblivious AES on a cluster of three nodes, each having its own
S HAREMIND installation. Each cluster node had a 12-core 3 GHz CPU with
Hyper-Threading and 48 GB of memory. Cluster nodes were connected by a
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1 Gbps local area network and communication channels between them were encrypted using 256-bit elliptic curve key agreement and the ChaCha stream cipher [16, 109] used in the RakNet networking library that powered S HAREMIND 2.
At the time of writing this thesis, the ChaCha stream cipher has been adopted in
many security-related applications and attacks published against it are considered
infeasible in practice [7, 81, 117].
The performance results presented here are from 2012 when oblivious AES
and privacy-preserving database join were first implemented on S HAREMIND 2.
For oblivious AES, we also give a comparison on how its performance have
changed in the newer S HAREMIND 3.

5.4.2

AES performance

We implemented all of the four versions of oblivious S-box evaluations described
in Section 5.3.1. We measured the running time separately in two situations: evaluating a single SubBytes() function and evaluating 4096 SubBytes() operations in parallel. The first case gives us the running time profile for the case
where various delays play a significant role, whereas the second case is dependent on communication complexity. The results together with the most important
theoretical properties are shown in Table 5.1. The O B S EL protocol stands for the
top-down approach to construct the oblivious index vector, while L DDAM uses the
bottom-up approach described in [95]. The oblivious S-box evaluation based on
circuits designed by Boyar and Peralta are shown as BC IRC -1 and BC IRC -2. The
multiplicative complexity stands for the total number of multiplication operations
over F2 . As some of these operations are done in parallel, then multiplicative
depth denotes the number of sequential multiplication rounds.
Protocol
O B S EL
L DDAM
BC IRC -1
BC IRC -2

Mult.
depth
3
3
6
4

Running time
(1 evaluation)
32.5 ms
31.1 ms
69.6 ms
40.8 ms

Mult.
compl.
1792
304
32
34

Running time
(4096 evaluations)
9051 ms
1109 ms
148 ms
127 ms

Ratio
5.05
3.65
4.63
3.74

Table 5.1: Performance results of AES SubBytes() with various S-box evaluation algorithms. The ratio in the last column is amortised running time divided by multiplicative
complexity and shows the amortised cost added by a single AND gate. Similarly, from
multiplicative depth we get that each communication round adds 10–12 ms in a single
operation mode.
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As all of the multiplications are carried out over F2 , we do not have to compensate for various input lengths. Hence, multiplicative depth and complexity are
good candidates for estimating the real-life performance of such protocols.
Next, we measured the amortised cost of AES encryption function with precomputed round keys. Figure 5.2 shows that different S-box evaluation methods
yield different network saturation points where further parallelisation does not decrease the amortised running time further. The O B S EL protocol constructs huge
initial vectors for the index vector and thus uses a lot of bandwidth even with few
blocks of inputs. The L DDAM protocol is much more efficient in building the
same index vector and is actually the best protocol in case only a few AES blocks
are processed in parallel. When encrypting about 100–10 000 blocks in parallel,
the newest circuit design BC IRC -2 with the lowest multiplicative depth outperforms the previous circuit. After that, the two extra multiplication gates start to
affect the performance and the BC IRC -1 protocol with smallest number of AND
gates slightly outperforms the other.
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Figure 5.2: Performance of AES evaluation protocols using precomputed round keys.

Finally, for completeness, we studied the running time of oblivious AES with
and without key scheduling. As before, we are interested in two cases: the running
time of a single invocation and the amortised cost. The results are shown in Table 5.2, where mode I stands for the case with key expansion and mode II uses the
pre-expanded key. As expected, key expansion counts for about half of the time
when encrypting a single block of data as each encryption round requires a key
expansion round. As a further optimisation, it is possible to compute the round
key for the next encryption round in parallel with the current encryption round,
decreasing this ratio to about 1.2, given that network bandwidth is not the bottleneck. For the amortised cost, the theoretical speedup should be 1.25 as in each
round there are 20 S-box evaluations in mode I (SubWord() and SubBytes())
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and 16 S-box evaluations in mode II (only SubBytes()). The difference in the
actual ratio suggests the existence of other bottlenecks in our implementation.

O B S EL
L DDAM
BC IRC -1
BC IRC -2

Single operation
Mode I Mode II Ratio
682 ms 343 ms 1.99
652 ms 323 ms 2.02
1329 ms 664 ms 2.00
890 ms 443 ms 2.01

Amortised cost
Mode I
Mode II Ratio
20.34 ms 18.69 ms 1.09
4.16 ms
2.51 ms 1.66
0.48 ms
0.29 ms 1.68
0.37 ms
0.32 ms 1.17

Table 5.2: Performance results for various AES evaluation algorithms. In both cases, ratio
shows the difference between mode I and mode II.

Figure 5.3 shows benchmarking results for the oblivious AES with BC IRC -1
circuit for the S-box evaluation with pre-computed keys from the beginning of
2015 compared to the initial results published in [96]. As seen, a complete redesign of the S HAREMIND software with Boost ASIO as a networking layer can
boost performance up to an order of magnitude.
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Figure 5.3: Comparison of time-per-operation for AES-128 with BC IRC -1 S-box and
pre-expanded key on S HAREMIND 2 (2012) and S HAREMIND 3.

Table 5.3 compares our AES-128 performance results with the results reported
by others. To keep the results comparable, we have only included implementations based on linear secret sharing, both in passive and active security settings. A
more thorough overview of AES-128 performance results is given in [50]. In [96],
we have reported the time of L DDAM protocol for the single operation case and
BC IRC -1 for the amortised cost as it it possible to switch between different Sbox implementations at run-time based in the length of input vector. Although we
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use the same idea, we cannot fully explain the 20-times difference between our
implementation of L DDAM and the implementation by its authors in [95]. Possibly, it comes from the difference in benchmarking setups and the way different
implementations are tuned. Our implementation is optimised for the amortised
case. However, as mentioned above, we have since re-designed the S HAREMIND
platform and the updated running times (both with BC IRC -1 S-box evaluation)
are considerably better. Similarly, the implementation of [90] uses the same algorithms as in [50] and obtains an order of magnitude better run-time by just
scheduling SMC tasks more efficiently. Both of these implementations are based
on the SPDZ protocols [51] that use pre-computed Beaver triples [13] for multiplication. As shown in Section 2.2.3, using Beaver triples for multiplication replaces
replicating shares with a declassification of two values. However, in both cases,
multiplication is still a single round protocol. Although only online computation
time is included in the table for these implementations, the result of Keller et al.
demonstrate the importance of implementation details.
At the end of Table 5.3, we have included recent performance results of AES128 evaluation using 2-party garbled circuit approach (Frederiksen et al. [57])
and fully homomorphic encryption (Gentry et al. [64]) as reference. All results
shown, except the first one and the one using garbled circuits, make use of the
pre-expanded key (mode II).
Authors
Damgård and Keller
Launchbury et al.
Laur et al.
Laur et al.
Damgård et al.
Keller et al.
Frederiksen et al.
Gentry et al.

Ref.
[49]
[95]
[96]
2015
[50]
[90]
[57]
[64]

Parties
3
3
3
3
2–4
2
2
2

Security
passive
passive
passive
passive
active
active
active
passive

Single op.
2000 ms
14.28 ms
323 ms
223 ms
250 ms
12 ms
810 ms
— ms

Amort. cost
— ms
3.10 ms
0.29 ms
0.04 ms
240 ms
1 ms
— ms
2000 ms

Table 5.3: Comparison of various secure AES-128 implementations based on linear secret
sharing. For reference, the last two are recent results obtained with garbled circuits and
fully homomorphic encryption, respectively.

5.4.3

Secure database join

We measured the performance of privacy-preserving database join operation by
testing how much time it takes to join two database tables, each containing five
32-bit columns, including a single key column. Both tables had the same number
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of rows and each key value in one table had exactly one corresponding key value
in the other table. For the oblivious AES implementation, we chose the one based
on BC IRC -1 as it yields the lowest amortised cost on thousands of input blocks.
The profile of P RP J OIN on Figure 5.4b shows that it scales nearly linearly
with database rows. More precisely, the only non-linear component is the actual join operation on published ciphertexts that is known to have the complexity
Θ(m log m). The exact balance between oblivious AES and oblivious database
shuffle [98] operations depends on the number of columns in the input tables as
the latter operation depends linearly on it. To put it into context, for input tables
with 100 000 rows each, it would take 180 columns in both tables for the oblivious
shuffling operation to take as much time as the oblivious AES.
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Figure 5.4: Benchmarking results for the oblivious database join operation.

Figure 5.4a shows that with its quadratic complexity, NAIVE J OIN is not usable in practical applications. For input tables with 1000 rows, NAIVE J OIN has
to perform a million equality comparisons and shuffle a database with 1 000 000
rows. To demonstrate the complexity-leakage tradeoff, Figure 5.4a also shows the
running time of a combined protocol with S UNIF preprocessing that leaks nothing
if there are no more than eight collisions per key value in the input tables. For
small database sizes, it is very slow due to the expensive oblivious sorting, however, for practical database sizes it clearly outperforms NAIVE J OIN. The initial
slowdown depend on the maximum numbers of allowed collisions per key `.
Secondly, we also measured the running-time of the protocols with non-unique
keys. As size unification protocols S UNIF and S UNIF+ are independent from
P RP J OIN and can be considered as pre-processing, we tested the performance of
S UNIF separately. For testing, we used a single input table that was otherwise
similar to the one used in P RP J OIN tests by consisting of five 32-bit columns in72
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Figure 5.5: Benchmarking results for the S UNIF operation.

cluding a single key column and a varying number of rows. S UNIF also introduces
a new variable ` – the maximum number of collisions for a key value.
As Figure 5.5a shows, S UNIF scales almost linearly with the number of database
table rows as expected. Figure 5.5b shows that most of the time in S UNIF is spent
on oblivious sorting. In our implementation of the sort-and-filter phase, we used
oblivious radix sort (see Section 6.2.3) that scales near-linearly with the database
size and is thus a good candidate even for large databases.
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CHAPTER 6
OBLIVIOUS SORTING
6.1

Introduction

Sorting is an important primitive. Besides its obvious use, sorting is a necessary sub-operation in many algorithms and statistical tests, e.g. finding ranked
elements (top-k, quantiles) or creating subgroups for aggregation methods.
An oblivious sorting algorithm implementation takes a vector of secret-shared
data as input and outputs a secret-shared vector containing the same values in
sorted order. To implement an oblivious sorting algorithm, the algorithm itself
should be data-independent. This means that intermediate values nor output
should leak any information about the input. Moreover, for a given input vector length, the algorithm runtime should not depend on the input values. Ideally,
nothing besides the length of the input and output should be leaked. It is possible
to also hide the vector length by stretching the vector to some known constant
length by adding dummy values. However, this wastes computation resources and
is rarely needed in practice. Hence, we consider algorithms that leak the input and
output size to still be data-independent.
In principle, there are two ways to implement a privacy-preserving sorting algorithm. First, we can take a sorting network that is data-independent by design
and use secret sharing and secure multi-party computation to hide the data values [87, 126]. Alternatively, we can take a data-dependent sorting algorithm as
a basis and use oblivious shuffling to randomly permute the data vector before
sorting. Hamada et al. [72] use this idea to propose a blueprint on how to turn any
comparison-based sorting algorithm into an oblivious one. However, this construction leaks the number of equal elements in the vector. We will go over this
idea in the following section.
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6.2
6.2.1

Oblivious sorting algorithms

Constructions based on oblivious shuffling

It is possible to run any comparison-based sorting algorithm on a secret-shared input vector [[x1 ]], . . . , [[xn ]] and use SMC protocols to compute comparisons [[gi,j ]] =
[[xi ]] < [[xj ]]. However, as the algorithm needs to make a decision based on such
comparison result, these gi,j must be published and tracking those throughout
the algorithm leaks the permutation applied during the sorting process. To mitigate this, the input vector must be obliviously shuffled before sorting [72]. This
construction yields a secure randomised sorting algorithm with data-independent
running time, provided that there are no equal elements in the input vector.
Theorem 8. Assume that a secure multi-party computation framework provides
universally composable protocols for comparison and oblivious shuffle and that
there are no equal elements in a secret-shares input vector. Then obliviously shuffling the input vector and declassifying the comparison results made by a correct
sorting algorithm yields a secure and correct sorting algorithm.
Proof sketch. We give the proof idea in two parts. In the first part, we show how
to simulate the trace of comparison results declassified by the sorting algorithm.
In the second part, we extend the construction given in the first part to the fullfledged simulator.
PART I. Let x be an n-element vector of unique values that we want to sort. For
each pair of values i, j ∈ {1, . . . , n}, we can define a tertiary predicate that defines
an order relation of those values:


if xi = xj ,
0,
bi,j = 1,
if xi < xj ,


−1, otherwise .
All possible values of this predicate for a given input vector x can be illustrated
by an n × n table. For example, Figure 6.1 shows such tables for all possible 6
input permutations of a 3-element vector.
Any data-dependent comparison-based sorting algorithm starts by looking at
a value in a specific cell from this table and moves to the next cell depending on
the obtained value. The number of accessed cells depends on the values in those
cells. Figure 6.1 shows the cells accessed by quicksort algorithm.
In the case of a secret-shared input vector [[x]], we start by applying an oblivious shuffle on the input vector. Therefore, the sorting algorithm starts with one
of the randomly chosen tables out of all n! possible tables. As a result, the comparisons bi,j done by the algorithm are independent of the actual values in [[x]].
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Figure 6.1: Predicate b values for all possible permutations of a 3-element vector x, where
x1 < x2 < x3 . Circled cells indicate b values used by the quicksort algorithm. Cells
marked with thicker circle are checked twice.

Hence, such construction is data-independent, although the running time is not
constant for a given vector length.
PART II. As the oblivious sorting algorithm starts with oblivious shuffle, our simulator S uses the input extraction to obtain adversary’s input shares. The simulator
forwards these inputs to the trusted third party and gets back shares for the sorted
vector in the correct order. Next, S randomly permutes a vector (1, . . . , n) to fake
matrix (bi,j ). Note that this uniquely determines how the inputs are permuted by
the sorting algorithm. By reversing this permutation, we know how to reorder
shares returned by the trusted third party. The simulator S can use this order for
output equivocation of the shuffle simulator. After that we must simulate outputs
of comparison protocols according to the fake matrix (bi,j ) fixed before.
It is possible to guarantee the uniqueness of values by applying a pre-processing
conversion on the input vector (see Section 6.3).
Many secure multi-party computation implementations have efficient SIMDstyle (single instruction, multiple data) operations. Hence, highly parallelisable
algorithms with higher computation complexity may, for small inputs, outperform
algorithms with lower computation complexity but more rounds. To demonstrate
this, we propose an oblivious sorting algorithm that is based on oblivious shuffling
and vectorised comparison operations. The NAIVE C OMP S ORT (see Algorithm 6)
first obliviously shuffles the input vector and then compares each vector element
with each other element in the vector in parallel. The sorted output vector is
obtained by rearranging the elements according to the declassified comparison
results. This algorithm always works in the worst case time of O(n2 ) and its
running time is, therefore, data-independent.
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Algorithm 6: NAIVE C OMP S ORT
Data: Input array [[x]] ∈ Zn2k
Result: Sorted array [[x0 ]]
1 Let [[x]] = Shuffle([[x]])
2 Compute in parallel values [[gi,j ]] = [[xi ]] ≤ [[xj ]] for 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n.
3 Declassify the values [[gi,j ]] and sort [[x]] according to them, obtaining [[x0 ]]

6.2.2

Sorting networks

A sorting network consists of several stages of compare-and-exchange functions.
A compare-and-exchange (CompEx) function is a function that takes two values as input, compares the values and swaps them if necessary. For example, a
CompEx function that outputs the values in ascending order can be described as
following:
CompEx(x, y) = (Min(x, y), Max(x, y)) .
Input values for the CompEx function can be addressed by their index in the initial
input vector. Hence, an m-stage sorting network may be written as an array N =
(L1 , . . . , Lm ), where each stage Li = (N × N)`i consists of `i pairs of indices.
Each index pair (l, r) stands for an operation CompEx(xl , xr ). See Figure 6.2
for an example. After applying all CompEx operations of all stages in a sorting
network, the whole vector is sorted according to the CompEx function. A more
detailed overview of sorting networks can be found in [91].

x1
x2
x3
x4
L1

L2

L3

L4

Figure 6.2: As example sorting network for sorting a vector with 4 values. Vertical connectors stand for CompEx operators. This 4-stage sorting network can be expressed as
N = (((1, 3)), ((2, 4)), ((1, 2), (3, 4)), ((2, 3))).

Although, in theory, there are sorting networks constructions with the complexity O(n log n), the involved constants are large and practical constructions
have a complexity of O(n log n2 ). For efficiency, we also prefer constructions
where any index is used at most once in each stage. This allows us to vectorise
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CompEx functions for each stage (Steps 2–4 in Algorithm 7) and use the initial

input data vector for storing changes.
Algorithm 7: Basic algorithm for sorting with a sorting network.
Data: Input array [[x]] ∈ Zn2k and a sorting network N = (L1 , . . . , Lm ).
Result: Sorted output array [[x]] ∈ Zn2k .
1 foreach Li ∈ N do
2
foreach (l, r) ∈ Li do
3
(xl , xr ) ← CompEx(xl , xr )
4
end
5 end
As sorting network structure is the same for all input vectors of given length,
Algorithm 7 is trivially data-independent given a data-independent implementation of CompEx function. The latter is enabled by an oblivious implementation of
the min-max construction given above.

6.2.3

Radix sort

For bitwise shared data we can take advantage of the fact that accessing individual
shared bits is a local operation. Hence, we can use count and radix sort algorithms.
Count sort [44, 54] sorts values from a small range by constructing a frequency
table for the input vector and combining output based on this table.
Radix sort [76] works on a vector of integers and uses count sort as a subroutine. Most commonly, radix sort sorts its input one digit at a time, rearranging
values based on counting sort output on the vector of digits in the given position.
Starting with the least significant digit, radix sort gives the right output as the
underlying count sort is a stable sorting algorithm.
An oblivious radix sort based on binary count sort is shown as Algorithm 8.
The counting sort is made data-independent by keeping the counters for zeros and
ones ([[c0 ]] and [[c1 ]]) as well as the order vector [[ord]] in secret-shared form. As
the radix sort itself is just a for-cycle over the counting sort, this is enough to make
the whole algorithm data-independent. However, notice that the elements of digit
vector d are used in addition and multiplication operations. As these operations
are expensive on bitwise-shared values, we convert vector d into additively shared
secret. The data vector x and the output stays in bitwise shared form.
In his work, Zhang [131] also describes several sorting methods that sort values in a given range and are suitable for SMC. He also proposes to use radix sort
on top of them to handle wider range of values. Unfortunately, he does not give
any benchmarking results. Independently from us, Hamada et al. have designed
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Algorithm 8: Data-independent radix sort.
Data: Bitwise shared input array [[x]] ∈ Zn2k .
Result: Bitwise shared sorted array [[x]] ∈ Zn2k .
// Iterate over all digits starting with the least
significant digit:
1 foreach m ∈ {1, . . . , k} do
2
Let [[d]] = ([[d1 ]], . . . , [[dn ]]) contain m-th bits of ([[x1 ]], . . . , [[xn ]]).
3
Convert elements of d from Z2 to additively shared Z2k .
// Count number of zeros:
4
[[n0 ]] ← n − sum([[d]])
// Keep counters for processed zeros and ones:
5
[[c0 ]] ← 0; [[c1 ]] ← 0
// Keep n-element shared order vector. It may
be initialised with shares of zero:
6
[[ord]] ← ([[0]], . . . , [[0]])
// Put each element in the right position:
7
foreach i ∈ 1 . . . n do
8
[[c0 ]] = [[c0 ]] + 1 − [[di ]]
9
[[c1 ]] = [[c1 ]] + [[di ]]
// Obliviously update order vector:
10
[[ordi ]] = (1 − [[di ]]) · [[c0 ]] + [[di ]] · ([[n0 ]] + [[c1 ]])
11
end
// Shuffle two column database:
12
([[x]], [[ord]]) ← Shuffle([[x]], [[ord]])
13
ord ← Declassify([[ord]])
14
Rearrange elements in [[x]] according to ord.
15 end

an oblivious radix sort construction very similar to our’s and implemented it using
Shamir secret sharing scheme [71]. We compare the benchmarking results of the
implementations in Section 6.5.

6.3

Optimisations

6.3.1

Vectorisation

As most SMC protocols are network-bound, SIMD-style parallelisation helps to
save network communication rounds and bring down the amortised cost per operation. The proposed NAIVE C OMP S ORT algorithm demonstrates this by doing all
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the possible comparisons at once and constructing output vector from this result.
Similarly, the quicksort implementation in [72] parallelises all comparisons on the
same depth in the recursion tree.
As mentioned before, we also compute all of the CompEx operations of a
stage in a sorting network in parallel. This is made possible by the assumption
that no element is used in more than one CompEx function at any stage.
Radix sort is also vectorised by doing the whole count sort sub-procedure
(Steps 7–11 in Algorithm 8) in parallel for each digit. Note, that it is possible to
further save communication rounds in radix sort by applying count sort on more
than one digit at once. For example, we can save half of the communication round
count by replacing binary count sort with count sort that works on four values (two
bits). However, this would mean replacing the efficient oblivious choice operation
(Step 10 in Algorithm 8) with a more expensive comparison operation.

6.3.2

Share representation

All of the sorting algorithms mentioned here, except radix sort with binary count
sort, use comparison operation to reorder values. Oblivious comparison operation
is more efficient on bitwise shared data than on additively shared data. Hence, we
might benefit from converting additively shared input vector to bitwise shared values and run the chosen sorting algorithm on this vector. This conversion requires
an expensive bit extraction operation, but on large enough inputs the saving from
comparisons can outweigh one vectorised conversion. Converting the shares back
to additively shared data after sorting also requires network communication, but
is not as expensive.

6.3.3

Assuring uniqueness

Obliviously shuffling the input vector helps to hide the permutation applied by the
sorting algorithm in comparison-based algorithms where the comparison results
are declassified. However, the number of equal elements may still leak from these
comparison results. It is possible to alleviate this problem by making all of the
input elements unique.
One method to accomplish this proposed in [72] is to append each element
with bits representing its position in the initial vector. Alternatively, we can keep
this index separately and obtain a secret-shared pair ([[xi ]], [[i]]) for each element.
Oblivious shuffle at the beginning of the algorithm should be applied on the valueindex pairs, obtaining a permutation
([[xπ(1) ]], [[π(1)]]), . . . , ([[xπ(n) ]], [[π(n)]]) .
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In this case the oblivious comparison operation “>” also has to work on these
value-index pairs:
(x1 , y1 ) > (x2 , y2 ) ⇔ x1 > x2 ∨ (x1 = x2 ∧ y1 < y2 ) .
Note, that both of these methods also make the sorting algorithms stable. This
property is important, while sorting matrices by more than one column as described in Section 6.4, because there we need to apply oblivious shuffling to hide
the initial order of matrix rows.

6.3.4

Optimising sorting networks

Generating sorting networks is time-consuming. As sorting networks are dataindependent, we can amortise this cost by caching the generated sorting network
structure to use it again with different input vectors of the same size. If the input
vector length is known in the application, the network generation can be moved
to pre-processing phase.
If the oblivious implementation of the CompEx function is too expensive in a
given SMC solution, it is possible to use the same approach as for the comparisonbased algorithms. By obliviously shuffling the input vector, we can implement
CompEx operation by choosing the correct output based on a declassified comparison result. This reduces the CompEx complexity to the complexity of comparison operation, which is a considerable saving e.g. for wide matrices, and may
outweigh the cost of oblivious shuffle.

6.4

Sorting secret-shared matrices

In this context, we think of sorting matrices as rearranging the rows in twodimensional vectors with n rows and m columns according to values in one or
more columns. To sort by more than one column, e.g. by a column pair (i, j),
where i, j ≤ m, we have two options. We can either redefine the comparison
operator to work on tuples of values, or first sort the rows by values in the j-th
column and then again by values in the i-th column. The latter uses an approach
similar to the one used by radix sort and needs the sorting algorithm to be stable.
As the number of columns we want to sort by may dynamically change during the
run-time of an application, it is cumbersome to implement the comparison operator needed for the former case. Thus, we decided to implement only the method
that sequentially sorts each column using stable sorting algorithms.
Assume, that we want to sort the rows in a matrix according to the values in
column k. First, we extract the k-th column as an n-element secret-shared vector and make the sorting algorithm stable by creating a secret-shared index vector
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[[1]], . . . , [[n]]. Together, these two vectors form a vector of element-index pairs and
the sorting algorithm uses the comparison operation shown in Section 6.3.3. However, before sorting, we obliviously shuffle the matrix rows together with the values in the chosen column and the constructed index vector to hide the initial order
of rows. Note, that this oblivious shuffling step replaces the required initial shuffling step in comparison-based algorithms like quicksort and NAIVE C OMP S ORT.
In comparison-based sorting algorithms, some elements may be moved several times. In matrices, swapping two rows means swapping all elements in these
rows and this takes extra computation time, although local. Thus, we reduce sorting the matrix to sorting the individual column. After shuffling the matrix rows,
we create an n-element permutation vector 1, . . . , n and pass it to the sorting algorithm together with the k-th column and the index vector. Instead of swapping
the rows in the matrix, the sorting algorithm makes the changes in the vector of
element-index pairs and also in the permutation vector. When the sorting algorithm is finished, the values in the permutation vector can be used to reorder the
matrix rows. Both the index vector and the permutation vectors may then be discarded. If the matrix has to be sorted by more than one columns, the same steps
have to be repeated for the next column.
For sorting networks, instead of constructing a CompEx function that exchanges elements in both data and permutation vectors as described above, we
can construct a CompEx function that works on whole matrix rows instead. Such
CompEx function takes as input two rows as vectors A and B, and the column
index k that is used for sorting:

(B, A),
if Ak > Bk
CompEx(A, B, k) =
(A, B),
otherwise .
An oblivious implementation of such CompEx function is shown as Algorithm 9.
Algorithm 9: Obliviously comparing and exchanging two rows in a matrix.
Data: Two input vectors A, B of length m, column index k ∈ {1 . . . m}.
0
0
Result:
 Pair of vectors (A , B ) = CompEx(A, B, k).
1, if Ak > Bk
1 b←
0, otherwise.
2 foreach i ∈ 1 . . . m do
3
A0i = (1 − b)Ai + bBi
4
Bi0 = bAi + (1 − b)Bi
5 end
Note, that using this CompEx operation for rows does not require obliviously
shuffling the rows in the matrix as the first step. Hence, this construction also gives
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us matrix sorting algorithm where the relative order of rows with equal element
on k-th column is preserved.

6.5

Benchmarking results

6.5.1

Algorithm implementations

We implemented all of the sorting algorithms described in this chapter and shown
in Table 6.1. All algorithms were implemented in the S ECRE C language using the
S HAREMIND Application Server’s protocol suite for honest-but-curious adversarial model available in fall 2013, when preparing the first version of the results
published in [28].
Algorithm
Quicksort
Naive comparison sort
(Algorithm 6)

Data-independence and leakage
Comparison results are declassified.
Running time is data-dependent.
Leaks the number of equal elements.
Comparison results are declassified.
Running time is data-independent.
Leaks the number of equal elements.

Ref.
[72]

[27, 28]

Sorting network sort
(Algorithm 7)

Fully data-independent

[87, 126]

Radix sort
(Algorithm 8)

Shuffled reordering decisions are declassified.
Running time is data-independent.
Does not leak the number of equal elements

[27, 28]

Table 6.1: An overview of implemented oblivious sorting algorithms.

The quicksort algorithm was implemented based on its description in [72] and
personal communication with the authors. All other implementations are based on
descriptions provided in the respective papers and this chapter. As many of these
algorithms use oblivious shuffle as a sub-operation, it is worth to mention that its
implementation is based on construction by Laur et al. [98]. All of the implementations take advantage of the vectorisation techniques described in Section 6.3.
Sorting network structure is generated using Florian Forster’s libsortnetwork library [56]. The generated sorting network structures are cached and evaluated by S ECRE C. We benchmarked sorting network generation to choose the
most suitable network generation algorithm for our implementation. Our goal
was to create a network with the minimal number of rounds in a minimal time
and, preferably, have a low number of CompEx functions.
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Figure 6.3: Benchmarking results for sorting network generation.

We found that the number of comparators is very similar for all algorithms and
the same in many cases. Figure 6.3 shows a comparison of the running times and
CompEx function call counts. We chose the bitonic mergesort algorithm as the library generates this network structure in the shortest time and while it has slightly
more CompEx gates, the round count is the same and, therefore, the number of
vector operations will be the same.

6.5.2

Test setup

As with privacy-preserving database linking (Section 5.4), the sorting algorithms
were tested on the same cluster of three nodes each having its own installation of
S HAREMIND. Each cluster node was powered by 12-core 3 Ghz CPU with HyperThreading and had 48 Gb of RAM. Nodes were connected by a 1 Gbps LAN
connection. However, this S HAREMIND version used a custom built networking
library where all communication channels were protected by TLS.
We tested each sorting algorithm on vectors of various lengths containing 64bit bitwise secret-shared integer values. We used test vectors with all equal values
(worst case) for all of the four algorithms. Additionally, a vector with all unique
values was used for quicksort to get the average case running time. No share
conversion was used to assure uniqueness of the values.
In addition to measuring running time and network usage that are provided
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by the built-in profiling facilities in S HAREMIND, we also measured the peak
memory usage. We logged the memory usage of a S HAREMIND process with 1
second interval, aligned the data with each test and found the peak memory usage.

6.5.3

Sorting vectors

First, let us consider the complexities of the described sorting algorithms. Instead of giving the exact communication and computation complexity in bits, Table 6.2 gives the complexities as a combination of sub-protocols. For example,
mProtocol(n) means that protocol Protocol is invoked m times, each time on n
input values in parallel. This format allows for a more general overview, as the
concrete sub-protocols may be swapped by other implementations.
Algorithm
Quicksort (unique)
Naive comparison sort
Sorting network
Radix sort

Secure operation complexity
Shuffle(n) + O(log n)Comp(O(n))
+ O(log n)Declassify(O(n))
Shuffle(n) + Comp(n(n − 1)/2)
+ Declassify(n(n − 1)/2)
Pm
i=1 Comp(`i ) + Mult(4`i )
k · (ShareConv(n) + Mult(n)
+ Shuffle(n, 2) + Declassify(n))

Table 6.2: Secure operation complexity of oblivious sorting algorithms. n is the number
of elements to sort and k is number of digits, where applicable. For sorting networks, m
is the number of stages in the network and `i is the number of CompEx operations on the
i-th stage.

Figure 6.4 gives the component breakdown for the four implemented algorithms. As expected, NAIVE C OMP S ORT and quicksort running times are dominated by comparison operations. Comparisons together with oblivious choice
also take most of the time in sorting networks (although it is not clearly seen on
Figure 6.4b). However, for longer input vectors, generating the network structure
takes most of the time. This is a good indicator for the need to pre-generate and
cache network structures if possible. Radix sort does not use comparison operations at all. Instead, oblivious choice and shuffle take the most time here.
The running time comparison of the implemented sorting algorithms is given
on Figure 6.5. Note, that both axis are given in a logarithmic scale. We can immediately see that NAIVE C OMP S ORT is practical for only very short input vectors
because of its quadratic complexity. Quicksort is the fastest algorithm, but only
in case of unique element values. With colliding values, its performance is somewhere between its average and worst case.
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Figure 6.4: Cumulative running time breakdown by sub-components for implemented
sorting algorithms.

For shorter input vectors, radix sort is not the most efficient algorithm, but
at the same time its running time does not grow as quickly as it takes advantage
of easier oblivious operations. In [71], Hamada et al. report better performance
results with their implementation of radix sort that uses a similar construction. The
difference can be explained by two facts. First, in our tests, we use 64-bit input
values whereas they use 32-bit values. It not only means twice as much network
traffic but also twice as many rounds for radix sort. Secondly, we implemented
the algorithms in a high-level S ECRE C language while the implementation in [71]
was written in C++.
Sorting networks perform very favourably on shorter input vectors, but the
time to generate the network structure takes a lot of time for longer inputs. If
caching can be used, sorting networks become almost as good as radix sort.
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Figure 6.5: Comparison of the running time of oblivious sorting algorithms.

Total network communication (MB)

The comparison of network usage on Figure 6.6 shows that the two algorithms
with quadratic computation complexity also send more data over the network. The
rest of the algorithms are comparable with radix sort sending slightly more data
for shorter input vectors and quicksort on unique values being the most efficient
one.
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Figure 6.6: Comparison of the network usage of oblivious sorting algorithms.

Once again, memory usage (Figure 6.7) shows that NAIVE C OMP S ORT is impractical as it has to do all possible comparisons in parallel and thus allocates a lot
of memory at once. Sorting networks also tend to need more memory for longer
input vectors as the network structure is generated statically and kept in memory.
The rest of the algorithms form a stable group.
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Figure 6.7: Comparison of the memory usage of oblivious sorting algorithms.

6.5.4

Sorting matrices

In addition to measuring the performance of sorting vectors, we also benchmarked
sorting matrices with n rows and 10 columns. For sorting networks, we used the
CompEx function designed for matrix rows. All other implementations use the
permutation vector based approach.
Sorting by one column shows that even though there are 10 times more data,
the running time and network usage of sorting does not increase tenfold (Figures 6.8 and 6.9). This can be explained by the fact that the sorting in actually
performed on an index vector and not the whole matrix. Reordering the rows at
the end takes constant amount of time. Although vectorised, the oblivious exchange has to performed on every column and thus the sorting networks do not
benefit so much from caching any more. Naturally, as seen from Figure 6.10,
the memory consumption of the algorithms is increased. Otherwise, the relation
between the different algorithms remains the same.
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Figure 6.8: Running time of oblivious sorting algorithms on matrices.
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Figure 6.9: Network usage of oblivious sorting algorithms on matrices.
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Figure 6.10: Memory usage of oblivious sorting algorithms on matrices.

Additionally, for sorting networks, we measured the performance of sorting
the matrix by two and three columns. Fortunately, as seen from Figure 6.11,
sorting by multiple columns does not have significant effect on the running time.

6.6

Conclusion

We have implemented and benchmarked four oblivious sorting algorithms. Clearly,
NAIVE C OMP S ORT should be considered as a theoretical example construction
and is not usable in practice.
On average, quicksort has the best performance results but only if the uniqueness of elements is guaranteed by the application itself or converting the shares by
adding extra bits. Radix sort is competitive on longer inputs as it does not depend
on the rather expensive oblivious comparison operation.
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Figure 6.11: Sorting networks running time on vector and matrix inputs. For matrix
inputs, sorting is performed by one, two and three columns.

Sorting network is the only design that is data-independent by design and does
not rely on any declassifications. However, generating the network structure may
take a lot of resources for longer input vectors.
The author recommends to use quicksort on both vectors and matrices if there
are no equal elements or revealing the number of equal elements is acceptable.
Otherwise, radix sort should be considered as the next alternative.
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CHAPTER 7
DEPLOYING SMC FOR DATA
INTEGRATION
7.1

Motivation

Informed decisions are the foundation of good governance. Smart governments
analyse information about the state and use it to steer their decisions. There are
two main methods for gathering information to answer a given question about the
state. First, there is the possibility to conduct a survey among the interest group
and analyse the results. This method allows to gather exact and up-to-date data
for even very specific questions. However, in most cases, only a small sample of
the target group can be surveyed and it might be biased in an unknown direction.
Alternatively, the government may take the big data approach and use the data
it already has collected and that is stored in various databases hosted by different
government institutions. For example, the state usually has information about
its population, its health status, income (or at least taxes), education and criminal
records. Making decisions based on analyses carried out on these databases means
that the whole population is included and, at the same time, the analysis results
are received faster without disturbing the people. This of course holds only if the
data sets are up-to-date and managed properly.
These data sets need to be analysed somehow. In a common scenario, the state
would contact its Statistics Board and ask it to conduct the necessary analysis.
The latter has to contact the hosts of relevant databases and ask them for the
data. Notice, that the data used by the Statistics Board might contain private
information, even more so if it is a compilation of several data sets. This holds
even if pseudonymisation is used [9, 105, 86]. Guarding this database against
both outside attackers (hackers) and inside attackers (curious analysts or database
administrators) is a non-trivial task. In some countries, the Statistics Board is
in a favourable position as it is trusted by the government and can access tax
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records for conducting analysis. However, it is important to notice that there are
no technical means in place that make it impossible for a statistician to misuse
that data. There are only the professional ethic and contractual obligations that
forbid the statistician from doing that.
There is an alternative where no specific party is in a favoured position to access the data for analysis – the open data initiative. Lane, Heus and Mulcahy [94]
bring out five reasons to promote data openness:
1. Data utility – data only have utility when it is used.
2. Replicability – scientific results must be replicable and validated by other
researchers.
3. Communication – scientific results may be interpreted in many ways so the
applied scientific concepts must be shared.
4. Efficiency – collecting data is costly, so it should be reused.
5. Capacity-building – researchers and policy makers need to go beyond aggregate tables and be able to access micro data to make informed decisions.
It is easy to see that these arguments also hold for state-collected data. However,
it is also clear that the state cannot make health, income or criminal records public. It could publish aggregate data to hide individual records in the data set, but
this introduces a privacy-utility trade-off and decreases the usefulness of the data.
Since the aggregation has to be performed on each data set independently by its
host, data sets from different hosts can not be linked together anymore on individual subject level. Moreover, all of pseudonymisation, k-anomymity [120] and
`-deversity [101] have been shown to provide inadequate privacy when an attacker
has access to auxiliary data [105, 99].

7.2

The PRIST project

In this chapter, we describe a pilot project PRIST (Privacy-preserving statistical
studies on linked databases), where secure multi-party computation was used to
securely link and perform statistical analysis on state databases [22]. The research
question motivating the project was to study the relationship between working
during university studies and graduating on time. In Estonia, there is a problem
that students are not graduating from their studies on time, especially in the ICT
field. At the same time, there is a known deficit of work force in the ICT field so
it is hypothesised that well-paid professional jobs lure students away from their
studies. The main objective of the PRIST project was to validate if and to what
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extent this is true and how ICT and non-ICT curricula relate to each other in that
matter.
To study the relationship between students’ academic progress and their career, an analyst ultimately needs a table with students educational history and
working history. In Estonia, the Education Information System hosted by the Ministry of Education and Research (HTM) has all the education records for recent
years. Income records are not available in any government databases, however,
such data can be inferred from the tax payment records kept by the Tax and Customs Board (EMTA). The required analysis table can be compiled by linking each
student’s educational records from one database with tax (income) records from
the other database.
In parallel to the SMC-based study, the analysts carried out the same study
using conventional methods, such as k-anonymisation to protect individuals’ privacy. First, under a non-disclosure agreement (NDA), the analysts received pseudonymised education data from the Ministry of Education and Research and divided the students into groups based on demographic attributes. The grouped
pseudonyms were then sent to the Tax and Customs Board. By using the pseudonym and real identity matching table obtained from the Ministry of Education and
Research, the Tax and Customs Board updated each group with income data for
the corresponding students. However, there was no link between a student and
income, i.e. the income data was randomly shuffled for each group. To obtain
3-anonymisation, groups with less than 3 individuals were left empty. Finally, the
analyst conducted the study on the groups containing education and income data.
This pre-aggregation meant that many students with unique background were
left out of the study. In general, such method caused a sample loss of 10%–
30%, depending on a demographic group. Initially, the Tax and Customs Board
wished to use similar k-anonymity measures on the tax data as well. However, this
approach was discarded as it would have resulted in sample loss of 84%–97%.
Thus, secure multi-party computation based study was seen as an alternative to
enhance the privacy of the underlying data, while at the same time obtaining more
accurate non-biased study results.

7.3
7.3.1

Overcoming barriers
Tools for statisticians

Statisticians are used to statistical analysis tools like SAS, SPSS, Stata or R. For
privacy-preserving statistical studies like PRIST, we cannot assume that statisticians are going to develop or combine SMC protocols to perform the necessary
aggregations or tests, as they are not cryptographers. On the other hand, cryptographers may develop specific protocols, but only if they have a detailed study plan
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to follow – they may not be experienced enough to design the study themselves.
R MIND is a statistical analysis tool that performs computations on secretshared data [24]. On the client side, R MIND provides a user interface with a
command language that is inspired by R [115], so it is familiar to statistical analysts. However, the data is not loaded to the client application, but R MIND rather
points to the data secret-shared in a S HAREMIND deployment. On the server side,
each S HAREMIND computation node has S ECRE C programs that implement the
necessary statistical functions [23, 24] – descriptive statistics, filtering, statistical tests, linear regression, etc. Among other, R MIND incorporates the database
linking and sorting functionality described in Chapters 5 and 6, respectively.
R MIND never publishes individual values and employs a technique where it
refuses to compute aggregates on data sets with a number of records below a given
threshold. For example, it is not possible to draw a scatter plot with elements
shown on two-dimensional grid. Instead, the individual elements are assigned to
dynamically-sized buckets on the server side and the number of elements in each
bucket is returned to the client. The result can be displayed as a heatmap. However, it may be possible in some cases to cleverly create filtered data sets that are
large enough but differ only in one record. Comparing the aggregates computed
on these data sets may reveal some information on the one added record. In principle, it is possible to apply differential privacy [53] on R MIND output, but this
depends on the exact application area and should be optional. Limiting leakage
and the privacy-utility trade-off is discussed in more detail in [24]. Alternatively,
server-side query logging may help to mitigate this kind of behaviour.

7.3.2

Data protection regulation

Both the education information from the Education Information System and tax
records from Tax and Customs board fall under the Personal Data Protection
Act [1] as they contain personal data. Hence, data owners carefully considered
the possible implications before accepting to participate in the study. With the
help of a covering letter from the Ministry of Economy and Communications, initially meant for the pre-aggregated study, and a meeting where we explained how
secret sharing and SMC works, the Ministry of Education and Research was willing to import the education data into the system. However, the Tax and Customs
Board was still reluctant to do so with their data and asked us to get an approval
from the Estonian Data Protection Agency (DPA).
In December 2013, we compiled a letter of explanation for the DPA where we
explained how secret sharing and SMC work and how these technologies would
be used in the study. We compared the conventional and SMC-based studies, and
brought out how the high sensitivity data moves between the parties and stages in
the study. In the conventional study, the analyst hosts a compiled database con94

taining pseudonymised pre-aggregated personal data. However, in case of using
SMC, the high sensitivity data ceases to exist at the secret sharing process which
is executed by the respective data owners. Hence, with SMC-based study, a copy
of sensitive data does not exist outside the data owner’s organisation.
After consideration, the Estonian DPA found that secret sharing should be
considered to be a form of encryption and SMC a computation on encrypted data.
As the individual records remain secret shared (“encrypted”) throughout the whole
process, the DPA concluded that we are not processing personal data in the study
and thus do not need their permission [5]. However, sufficient organisational and
physical information security measures must be taken by each computation party
to protect their respective shares.

7.3.3

Tax secrecy

In addition to the Personal Data Protection Act, the income data from the Tax and
Customs Board is also covered by tax secrecy in the Taxation Act [2, §26–§30].
This means that the Tax and Customs Board is the source of the most sensitive
data in the PRIST study. To alleviate the risk of misusing the data, four controls
were put in place.
First, the Tax and Customs Board wanted to look through the source code
of the S HAREMIND system and other custom-made programs used in the study
(R MIND and S ECRE C scripts). In October 2014, the technology provider Cybernetica AS signed an NDA with the IT department of the Ministry of Finance
(abbr. RMIT) that were to conduct the code review. The code review were to be
conducted by the IT department of the Ministry of Finance because the Tax and
Customs is in the jurisdiction of the Ministry of Finance.
We delivered the source code of the S HAREMIND platform, R MIND statistics
tool and S ECRE C scripts used in the study along with documentation to RMIT in
November 2014. They soon concluded that the code follows modern standards
and software engineering best practices. However, RMIT pointed out that as they
do not have in-house competence to evaluate the cryptographic functions, this can
only be considered as a code review and not a full audit.
Secondly, as RMIT already conducted a code review, it wanted to be sure that
the same code base is used to build the binaries that all involved parties are going
to use. Hence, RMIT was chosen as the party to build all the necessary binaries
for computation parties, input parties and the result party.
Thirdly, the IT department of Ministry of Finance agreed to host one of the
three computation servers in the study. This gave them greater control as even
after the input data is secret shared between the computation parties, they can halt
the further computation by shutting down their server if they observe the protocol
and fear that the data is being misused. This is possible as for every operation,
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all the three computation parties have to agree on the computation to be done. If
one of them deviates from the previously agreed plan, each one of them has the
opportunity to halt the operation simply by not communicating with the others.
Fourthly, a representative of the Cybernetica’s S HAREMIND team demonstrated the analysis tool R MIND to the oversight department of the Tax and Customs Board. Using a test data set, he explained which operations are possible with
R MIND and what kind of output is shown to the analyst.

7.3.4

Contracts

Secure multi-party computation technology gives us excellent privacy guarantees,
but only if its deployment requirements are fulfilled. The most important being
that the computation parties must follow the protocol and must not collude with
each other to exchange their shares of the data. Additionally, as a distributed
computing model, SMC requires availability of the relevant parties during various steps of the process. Most notably, computation parties must be available
throughout the data input and analysis phase and they must agree on a provided
bandwidth so no-one becomes a communication bottleneck.
For these and additional reasons described below, the following contracts were
established during the PRIST project. Figure 7.1 gives an overview of contractual
connections between the participating parties.
• As the source of the most sensitive data in the study, RMIT was to conduct
a code review and was responsible for delivering the binaries to the rest
of involved parties. Hence, a non-disclosure agreement and a source code
license was signed by Cybernetica and RMIT.
• The three computation parties (RMIT, RIA and Cybernetica) signed an
agreement with the Ministry of Education and Research stating that they
will provide the necessary resources to host the S HAREMIND server and
that they will not collude with each-other. Additionally, it was stated that
the computation parties must delete the shares after the analysis was done.
This contract was requested by the Ministry of Education and Research as
it did not participate as a computation party itself and thus had no other
means to enforce its data usage policy. To the best of our knowledge, this is
the first contract supporting an SMC deployment.
• CentAR, the analyst and result party in the project, signed an agreement
with the input parties (HTM and EMTA) stating that they will use the data
only for the given purpose and will not try to misuse R MIND to gain access
to sensitive data of individuals. With technical measures, this was enforced
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by the query restrictions built into R MIND. However, differential privacy
was not assured as we were interested in exact statistical aggregates.

Agreement between computation parties and a data owner
NDA and Sharemind source code license

Cybernetica

Ministry of Finance
IT Center (RMIT)

Estonian
Information System
Authority (RIA)

Agreement for statistical analysis

Estonian
Tax and Customs
Board (EMTA)

Statistician
(CentAR)

Ministry of Education
and Research (HTM)

Figure 7.1: Contractual relationships between the parties in the PRIST project.

7.4
7.4.1

Project life cycle
Development and testing

The first input to the S HAREMIND team was the analysis plan put together by the
analyst in the PRIST project, CentAR. As PRIST was the first study where R MIND
tool [24] was used, we used this document as a reference to develop privacypreserving versions of the necessary statistical functions that were still missing
from R MIND at this point [88]. Based on the analysis plan, we developed ExtractTransform-Load (ETL) scripts for R MIND that cleaned the input education and tax
data records, extracted relevant data fields, performed privacy-preserving linking
and transformed the result table into a format that could be easily analysed [88].
The database schema included in the analysis plan contained a list with all the
data fields and their format in the data exports that the input parties were to do.
This information was used to create data models for the data importer tool used
by the input parties.
Based on the data size estimations, we generated two test sets that we used for
testing purposes throughout the project. The test sets were generated by simulating a working student and using statistical distributions based on a small sample
set of data provided by CentAR. A smaller test set (test set A) was used to test
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Test set A
Test set B
Real data

Education records
354
831 424
623 361

Tax records
8201
16 205 641
10 495 760

Table 7.1: Number of records in the test data sets and final imported data.

locally during algorithm development as it was small enough to trace the origin
of mistakes. A larger data set (test set B) was generated in order to mimic the
actual data volume and was used for performance testing on Cybernetica’s local
cluster. CentAR also used both test data sets as an input to Stata – the statistical
analysis tool used for the conventional study. The output was used to validate the
output of R MIND. See Table 7.1 for the size comparison of the test sets and the
final imported data set.

7.4.2

Delivery and setup

There were three types of application binaries distributed in the PRIST project
(see Figure 7.2):
1. S HAREMIND Application Server – the software for storing shares of the
input data and participating in secure multi-party computation. Used by all
three computation parties: RIA, RMIT and Cybernetica.
2. Data import tool – a command-line tool that takes a data set in a commaseparated format (CSV) and by using a data model description, secret shares
each value in the data set and distributes the shares between the computation
nodes (S HAREMIND servers). The data model is an XML-file mapping the
data types and field names of input and secret-shared data sets. The data
import tool was used by input parties HTM and EMTA.
3. R MIND – statistical analysis tool used by the analysts: CentAR.
Each application binary was distributed as a separate compressed archive including all of the necessary third-party libraries. Each application also included an
installation, configuration and a usage manual.
Code delivery

As RMIT was to review the source code and build binaries, they needed access
to the source code of all of the components. RMIT set up a Git code repository
on their infrastructure where Cybernetica’s delivery engineer could push the code.
Using a code versioning system made it possible to correct bugs after the initial
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Figure 7.2: PRIST application binaries and their users.

version that was reviewed as each change in code could be easily tracked and
verified by RMIT. The first version of the source code was delivered to RMIT on
November 10, 2014, after signing an NDA and source code license with Cybernetica.
Choosing a distribution

S HAREMIND Application Server is written in C++ 11 adhering to the standard
ISO/IEC 14882:2011 [82]. Moreover, as a security critical software, S HAREMIND
and its supplemental components depend on the latest versions of many security libraries (i.e. GnuTLS). For this reason, the team mainly uses either testing versions
of Linux distributions (Debian, Ubuntu) or rolling release distributions (Gentoo)
for development and testing. At the time of the PRIST project, the only officially
supported platform was stable Debian 7 (wheezy).
As a code reviewer, RMIT was chosen to be responsible for building and
distributing application binaries to all parties, except Cybernetica. In Cybernetica,
we could build our own binaries as we have access to the source code. However,
even then the binaries have to be compiled from the same code base as the network
level and protocol messages have to coincide with other parties. The same holds
for S ECRE C scripts.
Initially, we planned that the binaries will be built on Debian 7 so they would
run at least on Debian itself and Ubuntu. We had successfully used this model
in the cloud demonstration (see Section 4.3.1) so we already knew that Ubuntu
was acceptable for RIA. However, it turned out that RMIT uses only SUSE Linux
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Enterprise Server (SLES) and deploying a VM running Debian or Ubuntu would
mean too much extra effort. At the time of writing the documentation and delivering the code in October 2014, the latest version available was SLES 11 SP3,
which didn’t have a recent enough compiler. As a replacement RMIT agreed to
use openSUSE that is a free and open version of SLES. OpenSUSE 12.3 has the
necessary compiler version and binaries built on it ran on Ubuntu 14.04 LTS. Cybernetica and RIA chose to run the binaries on Ubuntu (14.04 LTS) as we had
prior experience with it. This demonstrates that large organisations are not as
volatile in their platform choices and that their deployment requirements should
be taken into account early in order to avoid such confusions.
Key exchange

Communication channel security is one of the prerequisites to deploy secure multiparty computation. S HAREMIND Application Server establishes encrypted TLS
tunnels with each party it needs to communicate with. This holds for data importer
and R MIND client applications, as well as other S HAREMIND servers. S HAREMIND
Application Server uses X.509 certificates for ease of management and interoperability in the future.
In PRIST, each participating party generated a self-signed certificate with a
2432-bit RSA keypair that is considered secure according to current best practice [8]. This was done with the help of GnuTLS certtool application bundled
with S HAREMIND, R MIND and data importer program. The public keys were
exchanged by e-mail. We chose not to deploy an application-specific Certificate Authority (CA) to sign the certificates. Instead, we bootstrapped the trust
of each component’s certificate from the national public key infrastructure of Estonia. Each party’s representative (except HTM) signed their certificate (public
key) using the Estonian ID-card.

7.4.3

Setup and administration
Setup

After reviewing the source code, RMIT used it to build application binaries for
themselves and also other parties. As the building process on the specific Linux
distribution was tested and documented by the author of this thesis, there were
no major problems during this process. At the same time, all three computation
parties started to set up their production environments and exchange public keys.
On December 10, the three computation servers of the production environment
were connected together for the first time.
As part of the review process, RMIT requested to play through the whole analysis process in the production environment before the actual data is imported. To
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accomplish this, RMIT generated another key pair for both the data importer and
R MIND that they had built. These key pairs were whitelisted by the computation
nodes. In the second half of December 2014, RMIT imported test set A (both education and tax records) into the production environment and carried out the full
ETL process in R MIND.
In the beginning of March 2015, both HTM and RMIT used the data importer
to import the actual education and tax records to the production environment.
Computation parties were restarted with whitelist configuration that only allowed
CentAR’s client application. The analysis step had begun.
Maintenance

Even before the actual data was imported into the production environment, RMIT
proposed that Cybernetica would take over its task of distributing application binaries for all parties. For the rest of the project, Cybernetica distributed updated
binaries using its HTTPS-enabled web server. Access to the files was password
protected and each party could only access files required for its role.
Between the beginning of the analysis phase in the beginning of March and
its end on July 1, S HAREMIND computation nodes had to be restarted about 20
times. Most of these restarts were caused by the fact that during longer analysis
steps, the client connection was often dropped, causing the computation nodes
to hang. However, there were also other reasons, for example maintenance of
network hardware at the hosting organisations.
Based on the benchmarking results on our local cluster with 1 Gbps LAN network connections, we asked each computation party to reserve at least 200 Mbps
of their external link for the S HAREMIND server. However, during the analysis
process we discovered that some steps require very small but very many (hundreds
of thousands) sequential operations. As Cybernetica’s server was in Tartu and the
other two in Tallinn, network latency started to become a bottleneck. Hence, we
migrated our S HAREMIND installation to our office in Tallinn that had smaller
network bandwidth but we managed to reduce network latency three-fold, from
5.2 ms to 1.7 ms (See Figure 7.3).
Even when taking into account the difference in network parameters (bandwidth and latency) between the test cluster and the production environment, we
still could not explain the up to twenty-fold difference in the running time of
analysis scripts. At setup we had requested each S HAREMIND host to provide a
(virtual) machine with 2-core CPU and 8 GB of memory. We now decided to run
a simple benchmarking tool on all of the machines to see if maybe one party was
a bottleneck, making all of the distributed protocols run slower. The results of
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Figure 7.3: Latencies between the computation nodes in PRIST.

benchmarking tool UnixBench1 showed that the server at RIA had the most resources as it was a physical machine. However, there was nothing to suggest that
one of the servers was a bottleneck. Hence, we continued to make the privacypreserving aggregation more parallel so less round-trips are needed.
ETL running times

The majority of the analysis phase was running the Extract-Transform-Load (ETL)
R MIND scripts that took the two imported data sets, linked them together by person and converted the result to a format that was easy to use for specific questions.
The overview of the ETL steps is given on Figure 7.4, detailed information about
PRIST ETL process is given in [88, Section 6.5].
Aggregate (2)
Data from the Tax
and Customs Board

Monthly
income

Data from the
Ministry of Education
and Research

Expand and
aggregate (4)

Aggregate (3)
Average
yearly income

Person's
education data
Aggregate (1)

Person's tax
data

Join (4)

Person's
data

Analysis
table

Compute additional attributes,
shift tax data (5)

Figure 7.4: The privacy-preserving extract, transform and load process in PRIST with the
corresponding ETL script numbers shown in parenthesis.

It should be noted that since we had problems with client disconnections when
1

https://code.google.com/p/byte-unixbench/
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running long S ECRE C scripts, some of the ETL steps were split into many parts.
The final running times given in Table 7.2 are approximate, as some of the parts
had overlaps. For example, the 5th step of ETL was done in 10 parts. Running all
the ETL steps from beginning to end in one go would take a bit less time.
Uninstall

Initially, the analysis process in the PRIST project was supposed to be finished by
March 1, 2015. However, due to technical difficulties and human errors that required running the analysis ETL process multiple times, this date was postponed
until July 1, 2015. According to the contract signed by computation parties, each
S HAREMIND host were to destroy all of the secret shares in their disposal. On
July 1, Cybernetica stopped its S HAREMIND server and used secure deletion program srm2 to destroy all shares stored in the VM. Even if we cannot be sure that
the other computation parties destroyed their shares, this is enough to protect the
confidentiality of the data, given that nobody has stored the exchanged network
messages and has obtained some other party’s shares.

7.4.4

Post mortem

On June 30, less than a day before erasing the shares, we discovered an inconsistency in the analysis results. Comparing with the analysis study results carried
out with conventional methods, it seemed like the classifier “ICT”/“non-ICT” had
been switched on some figures, but otherwise the figures were comparable. It is
important to notice here that the results from the study with conventional methods
and with secure multi-party computation are not directly comparable as, in the
former, some data is removed by applying k-anonymity on the imported data set.
Since R MIND also outputs the corresponding gnuplot3 command line in addition to the figure, the analysts decided that, in the interest of using the remaining
time productively, it is reasonable to fix the inconsistency by just switching the
labels on plots afterwards.
Unfortunately, very soon after the computation nodes had been shut down and
data shares erased, we discovered that the problem was not in the “ICT”/“nonICT” classifier but rather in the status classifier that shows if a student has graduated, dropped out or was still studying on a given year. This classifier was recoded (permuted) in ETL incorrectly and this was the source of the inconsistency.
Moreover, since this classifier was used in further computations (e.g. aggregating
it with max operation), is was impossible to just relabel the output.
2
3

srm – http://manpages.ubuntu.com/manpages/trusty/man1/srm.1.html
Gnuplot – http://www.gnuplot.info/
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Description
Aggregation of education data
Aggregation of tax data
(monthly income)
Aggregation of tax data
(average yearly income)
Aggregation of tax data
and joining the two datasets
Compiling the analysis
table (shifting)
6 min 7 s
13 min 2 s

32 s

4 min 34 s

46 s

39 h 3 min
60 h 5 min

32 min

1 h 55 min

18 h 10 min

46 min 10 s
2 h 4 min 45 s

50 s

6 min 35 s

1 h 6 min 28 s

A
1 min 42 s

Final
2h

141 h 11 min
384 h 35 min

4 h 15 min

15 h 14 min

221 h 55 min

Production

8.0
9.6

1.6

1.4

86.7

3.6
6.4

8.0

7.9

12.2

Ratio
A
Final/B
1.6
4.8

Table 7.2: Running times of the privacy-preserving ETL scripts on test data sets A and B (data taken from [88, Figure 6.5]) and the final
imported data in production environment. The last columns show the running time ratios between production and testing environments.

5
Sum

4

3

2

Script
1

Local cluster
A
B
1 min 3 s
25 min

Nevertheless, about half of the initially planned 52 figures were correct as
they either did not use the status classifier or used a part of it that was not used for
further computations and could still be relabelled with confidence. Moreover, the
results from the S HAREMIND study were more accurate than the ones from the
study made with traditional methods, as no records had to be removed from the
data sets to provide privacy.

7.5

Best practices and lessons learned
7.5.1

Fault tolerance

One of the main problems during the analysis period was the need to restart the
S HAREMIND service too often. From December 2014, Cybernetica’s computation
node was restarted 25 times. The main reason for restarting the service was the
unexpected disconnection of the client application (R MIND) while an analysis
script was running. The disconnects were most probably caused by the fact that
CentAR used an internet service meant for individuals, while computation parties
had a more strict service level agreement (SLA) with the ISP.
At this time, a client application disconnect during a SMC protocol run caused
all of the three computation servers to enter a state where no new client nor computation party connections were accepted. Thus, all of the three servers had to
be restarted and since they were hosted by different parties, it took time, sometimes more than a day. While gracefully failing the current computation upon a
client disconnect would have saved the time spent on restarting the services, we
feel that there is a better solution. In practical secure multi-party computation
deployments, the client application should not be required to be online during
the computation. Instead, it should be able to disconnect from the computation
parties and leave the SMC process running on them. A client application should
be able to reconnect and resume the session at any time to check if the computation has finished and retrieve the results. This requires a more complicated
session management, but with practical analysis steps running two or more days,
it is inevitable. A new session management with this feature was already being
designed. However, as a fundamental component of both the S HAREMIND computation server and R MIND client application, we could not deliver it during the
analysis without thorough testing and another code review by RMIT.
Moreover, it is possible to automatically recover from some network errors.
For example, when connection to a computation party is restored, the computation
can either continue from the point it was left off, or it can be rolled back to a known
checkpoint and resumed from there. This kind of automatic recovery requires
transactional tasks, either on R MIND script level or on individual SMC protocol
level built into S HAREMIND. In terms of SMC, these are considered benign faults.
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7.5.2

Performance tweaks

When testing the ETL process with test set B on our cluster, we realised that
several optimisations are possible to enhance the performance. Most of these optimisations took advantage of vectorising the computation to save on the number
of network communication rounds.
For example, the second step of ETL groups tax data by each individual and
aggregates records in each such group into one record. Aggregating the values in
each group sequentially takes a lot of time as there are many small groups. We
optimised this aggregating functionality on two levels. First, for each column, the
aggregations for all groups were done in parallel. Secondly, in each group, the
aggregation function was applied by folding similar to a binary tree. Hence, it
took dlog2 me rounds of folding for a group with m records. For test set B, this
optimisation saved us 40% of ETL step 2 time on our cluster.
Similarly, we enhanced R MIND with support for matrices so operations on
several matrix columns could be carried out in parallel. Previously, matrices had
to be used by defining and using each of its columns as independent vectors.
The tax data consists of floating point numbers that represent currency. As
such, we are interested in no more than two decimal places after the comma for
this data. Hence, instead of carrying out costly aggregation operations on secretshared floating point values, we can multiply tax data with large enough constant
and convert it to an integer value. Later, we can convert the aggregation results
back to floating point numbers and divide them with the same constant.
Lastly, we optimised the R MIND scripts written by the analysts. As analysts
are used to work on local data on their decently powerful computers, they tend to
write inefficient code. For example, a special statistical analysis with access to the
underlying data may be able to automatically cache results of identical expressions
used in several places, whereas R MIND evaluates the expression again every time.
We introduced temporary variables for several such expressions. For the same
reason, the aggregated floating point tax data was rounded and cached in one go
so it could be reused on several plots.
Nevertheless, as can be seen from Table 7.2 the ETL running time does not
scale linearly when switching from local cluster to production environment deployed over the internet. Still, assessing the running time of the computation is
a valuable input for planning in such projects. Hence, running the whole computation on a production-sized test data set in a production environment should be
included in the project timeline as early as possible. This would also bring out the
bottlenecks in the ETL scripts themselves – which operations are network bandwidth and which ones are latency bound. However, by the time the computation
nodes were deployed and ETL scripts written, there was no time to run test set B
in PRIST any more. Alternatively, there is a possibility to run the analysis process
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in simulator that replaces all multi-party protocol calls with run-time estimates.
This kind of simulator is being developed for the S HAREMIND platform, but currently the regression models are environment-specific, i.e. a model obtained from
a local cluster cannot be used to predict the running time in a production environment with enough precision. More general regression models with high accuracy
remain a future goal.

7.5.3

R MIND recode function

The incorrect recoding in the ETL that invalidated the student status classifier was
introduced due to a human error. However, it could have been avoided by introducing a new feature in R MIND that got postponed due to other, higher-priority
tasks.
The classifiers are generated by the data import tool by automatically assigning numerical identifiers to columns that are said to contain discrete values. For
all such classifiers, the data import tool outputs the mapping to its log file. For example, for gender it may output: “1 – male, 2 – female”. This information is then
shared with the analyst who can use the correct classifiers in his R MIND scripts.
However, it is important to notice here that as classifiers are generated automatically, a classifier for the same column may have different output depending
on which values are encountered first. For example, if the first row in the data set
belongs to a female, the above classifier would be “1 – female, 2 – male” instead.
To avoid changing all of the R MIND scripts using this classifier after the data import, a recode operation was introduced in R MIND. This operation allowed the
analyst to map the classifier values generated by the data import tool to the values
used in the scripts. As this was to be done only once, it was considered to be less
error-prone. Unfortunately, as we had many different data sets (test sets A, B and
the production data set), each having its own classifier mapping for the student
status, a wrong mapping for the recode operation was used on production data
set.
To avoid such human error in the future, the data import tool should save
the generated classifiers as metadata together with the data values so R MIND
could apply the correct mapping automatically. R MIND scripts could then use
the human-readable labels instead of the generated classifier value, for example
table$gender=="male" instead of table$gender==1.

7.6

Conclusion

PRIST is the first large-scale registry-based statistical study on linked data sets
using secure multi-party computation technology. Although we were unable to
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fulfil all of the stated analysis objectives due to both technical and human errors,
we were able to carry out a full analysis process, where each involved party deployed and maintained their part of the required components. Each party – not
just the computation parties, but also input and result parties – was in sole control
of its environment and the trust relationships were securely formed by using an
existing national PKI.
Moreover, in terms of data set sizes and running time, this study demonstrates
that privacy-preserving studies using SMC technology on large databases are feasible.
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CHAPTER 8
PRIVACY-PRESERVING DATA
INTEGRATION ON FEDERATED
DATABASES
8.1

Motivation

Studies like PRIST provide valuable information to steer government decisions.
More so, if these studies are carried out on a regular basis. However, even though
each subsequent study is a little bit easier, forming a consortium of data owners, computation parties and analysts can be cumbersome. Ideally, as in highly
digitalised governments the data is already there, such studies should be semiautomatic.
On the other hand, people expect the government to protect their privacy, so it
cannot let all researchers or analysts to freely combine and use the data sets. This
requirement is also in line with Hippocratic databases – the idea that a database
system should provide data security and keep privacy of the individuals, while
still providing value to their user [68].
What the government needs is a data usage policy that is bundled with a specific data set and contains information who is allowed to access the data and what
can be done with it. These policies should be “sticky” in a way that the derivatives
of the corresponding data also are also covered by the same policy. To automate
data sharing with usage policies, a technical solution to enforce such policies is
needed. From a technical point of view, it is easy to see that the data usage policy
has to be enforced by someone other than the end user. Given access to the data
itself, an end user can just ignore its usage policy. For the same reason any usage
policy that allows to access the original data is not enforceable in the presence of
unauthorised access.
In an ideal world, we could think of a trusted third party (TTP) that has ac109

cess to the original data D together with its usage policy and responds to queries
allowed by that policy. For example, if user A is allowed to perform function f
on the data D, the TTP responds with the function result. At the same time, running function g is disallowed for user A, as it is not explicitly white-listed (see
Figure 8.1). In real world, the TTP is replaced by a cryptographic solution, e.g.
secure multi-party computation.
f (D)?

A : f (D)

f (D)
TTP

g(D)?
User A

Data usage policy

D

?

Figure 8.1: Enforcing a data usage policy with a trusted third party.

In this chapter, we discuss how secure multi-party computation can be used
to enforce a data usage policy on federated databases. We will model the solution
after two practical solutions: the S HAREMIND SMC framework and Cybernetica’s
Unified eXchange Platform. We extend the ideas initially proposed in [23].

8.2

The Unified eXchange Platform
8.2.1

Requirements for SMC

As discussed in Chapter 3, there are two main requirements for deploying secure multi-party computation – non-collusion of computation parties and secure
authenticated communication channels. In Estonia, the latter requirement is fulfilled by a nation-wide data exchange layer X-Road that connects state databases.
X-Road is a distributed service bus that allows information systems to securely
use each other’s services [127]. The communication is carried out over a secure
mutually authenticated channel and all exchanged messages are digitally signed,
providing a legally-binding long-term evidence value. In the context of S HARE MIND , we do not consider all SMC protocol messages exchanged between computation parties to be digitally signed as it would introduce a performance penalty.
We propose to sign only messages between computation nodes and client applications (input and result parties).
In addition to government databases, many private organisations have also
joined the X-Road. It was initially deployed in 2001 and by the end of 2015, Estonian X-Road connected 939 organisations and 219 databases. Over 485 million
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requests were serviced by X-Road in 20151 . Estonian X-Road is based on the
Unified eXchange Platform (UXP) developed by Cybernetica.
The other requirement, non-collusion of computation parties, can be enforced
with either contractual obligations or a data owner assuming the role of one of the
computation parties itself. The fact that UXP is distributed by design, suits well
with this SMC requirement.

8.2.2

Status of privacy protection on UXP

Since 2011, Estonian X-Road (and UXP) incorporates a pseudonymisation feature
that protects identities of individuals while still allowing to connect records from
different databases belonging to the same individual [128]. Technically, it is based
on the same idea as the privacy-preserving equi-join described in Chapter 5 –
the key column values (e.g. personal ID codes) are encrypted with AES block
cipher used as a pseudo-random permutation function. The common cipher key is
generated by one of the database owners and distributed to others by encrypting
it with their public key. Each party already has a key pair as the communication
is done over TLS channels. However, this encryption does not protect from data
owners as they have access to the AES cipher key.
In [128], Willemson also argues that pseudonymisation cannot be considered
a strong security mechanism. It is provided as a convenient and simple measure to protect against trivial identification. Next, we will propose an architecture
that combines secure multi-party computation with the aforementioned privacypreserving join method to allow more secure database linking and analysis on
UXP.

8.2.3

UXP components

In a usual service oriented architecture, in addition to service descriptions, parties
must pairwise also decide on the security measures taken to protect the data transmission. As parties might have different IT capabilities, this might result in many
different incompatible security configurations.
In UXP, this is covered by providing a standardised security server that takes
care of the communication channel security – message encryption, authentication
and time-stamping to provide long-term proof value. As shown on Figure 8.2,
each participating party, whether a service provider or a consumer, has its own
security server deployed in front of its service (on provider side) or information
system (on consumer side). The security servers are almost transparent to the
participants. The service and its consumer still exchange their protocol-specific
1

Estonian X-Road statistics, https://www.ria.ee/ee/x-tee-statistika.html,
accessed January 26, 2016.
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messages. However, these messages are transferred over a TLS channel between
the security servers for secure transmission over the internet. Moreover, security
servers also take care of the inter-organisation authentication and service-level
authorisation so the service itself does not have to know about external parties.
PKI services

Timestamping
authority

Governing authority
Certificate
authority

OCSP
responder

Central
server

Security
server

Security
server

Service or
information
system

Service or
information
system

Organisation #1

Organisation #2

Service or
information
system

Figure 8.2: An Unified eXchange Platform (UXP) deployment with two organisations.

The security server software and its updates are provided by a separate governing authority. This allows to use a high-level security configuration throughout
the setup. Moreover, the governing authority is responsible for registering new organisations to the UXP network, maintaining the list of current members (i.e. an
address book) and monitoring the security servers. However, this does not mean
that the governing authority is a communication bottleneck. Each security server
caches contact information about relevant partner organisations locally and all of
the service calls are made directly between the participating parties (provider and
consumer). Such decentralised setup allows organisations to exchange messages
securely even if other organisation servers are down or some more central services
(the governing authority or trust services) are temporarily inaccessible.
For authentication and authorisation, UXP uses public key infrastructure (PKI).
After registering at the governing authority, an organisation can request the certification authority (CA) to sign their keys. To obtain long-term proof value for the
UXP service calls, every message exchanged between security servers is written
to an audit log that is periodically time-stamped by an authorised time-stamping
service. The audit log messages are chained together so it is not possible to insert or remove any intermediate messages once the log is time-stamped. The trust
service providers (CA and time-stamping service) used by UXP organisations are
authorised by the governing authority.
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8.3

S HAREMIND as a UXP service
8.3.1

Roles and data flow

UXP security servers communicate using digitally signed XML-formatted messages that add a considerable amount of overhead to the actual payload. As such,
this message format is not suitable for use in bandwidth-bound SMC protocols.
Hence, as also mentioned above, we only consider S HAREMIND client application
messages to be carried over UXP. This gives us traceable and signed data sharing
requests as well as queries made on the secret-shared data. S HAREMIND computation nodes continue to use mutually authenticated encrypted TLS channels for
communication between themselves.
We introduce a new role, Customer, the user who requests the data owners
to import their data to a S HAREMIND deployment. From the SMC perspective,
Customer is not the same as input party as it does not access the original data. The
Customer may be the same person or organisation as the result party.
The process (see Figure 8.3) is started by the Customer who knows what kind
of input data is needed. Customer assembles a data model description containing
information about which data records from which input parties. This data model
description together with the identity (public key) of the result party is sent to any
of the relevant input parties via UXP.
If the input party receiving the request accepts it2 , it generates a (random)
identifier for this request and forwards the signed request together with the generated ID to all other involved input parties. First, they collaboratively choose a
suitable online S HAREMIND deployment to use. This can be implemented by using preference lists at each security server. On secret sharing, the involved input
parties mutually agree on the first common S HAREMIND deployment from their
lists. The Customer making the input request may also suggest a S HAREMIND
deployment, but ultimately the decision should be up to the input parties that own
and are responsible for the data. If the data usage policy of an input party requires
tighter control over the computation process, it may request to be one of the computation nodes. It can then halt the computation process at any time if it sees any
suspicious activity.
Each input party’s security server uses one of its services to retrieve the relevant data set from its database and, using the provided data model description,
secret shares each value in this data set. The shares are distributed among the
computation nodes of the chosen S HAREMIND deployment under a common data
store identified by the generated request ID. Each input party may also attach a
data usage policy with their uploaded shares. This policy contains which oper2
We recognise, that in some cases, depending on the requested data, accepting the request may
involve manual review by an authorised official.
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choose SMC deployment
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shares, data usage policy,
ID of result party
ready,
ID of deployment

save shares, policy,
authorise result party
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start, ID of deployment
analysis
(SMC requests)

study result

Figure 8.3: Sequence diagram of S HAREMIND SMC system as a service on the Unified
eXchange Platform. All messages exchanged between different parties are carried over
UXP. For messages between result party and computation parties, this is optional.
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ations and by whom are allowed on this data set. As long as at least one of the
computation parties honours the policy, no unauthorised data access can occur.
This provides a cryptographic enforcement of data usage policies. Moreover, the
identity of the authorised result party is also forwarded to the computation nodes
so they can grant access to the corresponding certificate holder. Each input party
notifies the Customer of the completion together with the contact information of
the chosen S HAREMIND deployment.
A result party can now use a S HAREMIND client application to connect to
the computation nodes through its UXP security server and issue commands. For
example, the result party can use R MIND to securely link together uploaded data
sets and perform statistical analysis on them. However, only operations allowed
by the attached data usage policies are executed by the computation nodes. Auditing capability is added by the security servers in front of computation nodes
logging and time-stamping all incoming queries from the result party.

8.3.2

A hybrid setup

Consider a scenario, where the result party is not able to deploy its own UXP
security server, e.g. for the lack of technical capability. For simple use cases
where specialised analysis software like R MIND is not needed, the result party
could use a common UXP security server with a web interface that provides access
to the services provided by other organisations on UXP. This web interface, called
portal in the UXP terminology, takes care of user authentication and forwards
his identity to the requested service. In fact, an UXP portal is also used by the
Customer for the initial data import request.
However, a common security server may not be an option if the requests done
by the result party contain private parameters or the secret-shared computation result contains sensitive data. In this case, we may also consider a scenario, where
the result party communicates directly with the computation parties using S HARE MIND protocol without the UXP security servers on either ends. Since there are no
security servers in front of computation parties, the security servers of input parties also communicate with computation parties directly using the S HAREMIND
protocol. Note that we do not consider a scenario where we omit security servers
of the input parties, as we only consider existing UXP organisations to be in this
role.
With the UXP security servers only at the input parties and the Customer,
only the initial data import requests are signed and provide long-term proof value
as provided by the UXP. The rest of the communication is also secure, as S HARE MIND uses mutually authenticated TLS channels for exchanging messages with
the client applications. All incoming messages, including data imports and query
requests with parameter values, are independently logged by each computation
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party and may be later compared to solve any disputes. Moreover, if this type
of hybrid deployment proves practical, it is possible to enforce message signing
by the client applications and introduce time-stamping of computation party log
entries for long-term proof value.

8.3.3

PRIST as a service

As an example, let us consider how the PRIST study described in Chapter 7 would
be conducted if S HAREMIND is available as a service on Estonian X-Road. The
Estonian Association of Information Technology and Telecommunications (ITL)
is in the role of the Customer, as it is the party interested in the results of the study.
As ITL itself does not have the required competence to perform statistical studies,
the role of result party is delegated to statisticians at CentAR.
First, CentAR compiles a data model concerning necessary fields from the
input databases – the Education Information System managed by the Ministry of
Education and Research (HTM), and tax records held by the Tax and Customs
Board (EMTA). This data model is given to ITL who then uses its UXP security
server or a web portal to submit a database linking request to one of the input
parties, e.g. the Tax and Customs Board, together with the identity (certificate
containing a public key) of the authorised result party CentAR.
EMTA forwards the request to the other input party, HTM, and together they
choose a suitable S HAREMIND deployment. Most probably, EMTA is interested
in hosting one of the computation nodes itself as it requires tighter control over
its data and can then review the analysis requests made by the result party in
real time. The Information System Authority (RIA) would be a good candidate
for hosting a second computation node. RIA coordinates the development and
administration of the national information system and is, among other roles, the
governing authority for the X-Road. As such it has the necessary IT-capability to
host a generic S HAREMIND node that can be used in most of the deployments. The
third computation node could be hosted by any of the other involved organisations
or even a private company like Cybernetica.
Note that no distribution of application binaries or code review is needed at
this point as the necessary software is already deployed. We envision that the
X-Road governing authority is responsible for distributing S HAREMIND Application Server software to the computation party hosts. This would provide maximal
compatibility as the X-Road governing authority also distributes and updates the
UXP security server software. Moreover, if the result party and computation parties communicate through UXP security servers then no separate key exchange is
necessary as the key pairs of security servers may be used. Otherwise, the computation nodes receive the key of the result party with the shares and the result party
can use an UXP portal to obtain keys of computation parties.
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As the next step, the security servers of both input parties load the requested
data set and secret share it among the computation nodes of the chosen S HARE MIND deployment. Each computation party also registers CentAR’s certificate to
grant them access to the given secret-shared data store. EMTA and HTM both
notify the ITL (and CentAR) that the requested data is ready for analysis.
CentAR uses R MIND to connect to the computation parties and carry out the
analysis. Each request is logged by each computation party and if UXP security
servers are used then each request is also signed and time-stamped providing longterm proof value.
Sharemind
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Figure 8.4: PRIST study using S HAREMIND as a service on Unified eXchange Platform.
Pentagrams are UXP security servers, dotted lines denote security servers that are omitted
in the hybrid deployment.

It is easy to see that once the necessary data models are prepared by CentAR,
it is possible to carry out such analysis every year without requesting the input
parties to export their data set and use a separate application to secret share it.
Moreover, as S HAREMIND computation nodes are provided as service, they can
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be requested dynamically. Finally, if the analysis process is more-or-less the same
each year, the whole process can be automated so ITL just receives the report
every year.

8.3.4

Final considerations

In general, deploying secure multi-party technology on a federated database infrastructure like UXP provides us with means to link data sets while cryptographically enforcing data usage policies. Providing S HAREMIND computation node as
a service on UXP removes the necessity to search for application-specific set of
computation parties and sign a contract between them and the input parties. Moreover, there is no need for a key exchange or it can be bootstrapped on existing UXP
trust network. Simpler or recurring data analysis adhering to the predefined data
usage policies can be carried out automatically without the need for separate data
exports and manual intervention by the officials at input parties.
However, note that this solution does not protect against an analyst who cleverly combines different combinations of query parameters allowed by the data
usage policy to extract individual values from the data sets. Such behaviour can
be discouraged by reviewing the request logs at the computation nodes, or mitigated by using differential privacy if inexact results are acceptable.
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CONCLUSION
This thesis studies technical and trust issues related to applying secure multi-party
computation technology in practice. We start by examining the deployments of
two practical real-world secure multi-party computation applications – the Danish sugar beet auction from 2008 and the Estonian ITL financial benchmarking
application from 2011. We bring out shortcomings that may impede using the
technology in other, more complex, deployments. For example, at the time we
were lacking an oblivious sorting implementation and a capability to link existing data sets together in a privacy-preserving way. The thesis includes previously
published work by the author that addresses those problems.
As a separate topic, we examine the challenges specific to deploying secure
multi-party computation in web-based applications. As more and more applications are moving to the cloud, web-based user interfaces for interacting with the
service become important. We take the ITL financial benchmarking application
as a baseline and describe how secret sharing and interacting with computation
nodes is possible from a web browser. A short overview of how the web-based
technologies have evolved reveals that with HTML5 and its supporting technologies, web-based frontends for SMC applications for inputting data and receiving
results are now easier to implement.
The main result of this thesis is a life cycle overview of the world’s first largescale registry-based statistical study conducted using secure multi-party computation technology. We give an overview of both the technical and organisational
side and bring out issues that are related to deploying SMC for large organisations
like governmental institutions. For example, to the best of our knowledge, the
PRIST study is the first SMC application, where trust relations and responsibilities between the non-colluding computation parties were formally established by
contracts. We also report on the technical shortcomings and human errors that
occurred during this study, and give pointers on how to mitigate similar problems
in future deployments.
Finally, we propose to deploy secure multi-party computation as a service on a
federated data exchange infrastructure. This allows institutions to share their data
with others with the guarantee that attached usage policies are cryptographically
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enforced. Such a deployment provides a way to make data-oriented decisions
quicker and leads to a more informed and reactive government. As an example,
we show how the S HAREMIND secure multi-party computation system can be integrated with X-Road, the Estonian government information exchange backbone.
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KOKKUVÕTE
(SUMMARY IN ESTONIAN)
TURVALISE ÜHISARVUTUSE
RAKENDAMINE
Andmetest on kasu vaid siis kui neid kasutada. Üha suurenevate andmemahtudega
tekib organisatsioonidel uus probleem – neil ei ole ressursse, et kogutud andmeid
talletada ja analüüsida. Pilveteenuste kasutamine andmete hoiustamiseks ja arvutusteks on mitmel puhul majanduslikult mõistlik lahendus, kuid tihti ei luba konfidentsiaalsusnõuded andmeid pilves hoida. Andmete krüpteerimine enne pilve
laadimist lahendab selle probleemi, kuid sel juhul ei saa nende andmetega pilves
midagi peale hakata. Pilves hoiustatud krüpteeritud andmete pidev allalaadimine
ja dekrüpteerimine ei ole andmemahte arvestades tavaliselt sobiv lahendus.
Isegi, kui selline lähenemisviis organisatsioonile sobib, piirab see tugevalt kogutud andmete potentsiaalset väärtust. Kõige enam saab andmetest õppida, kui
ühendada erinevad andmekogud. Nii on võimalik avastada seoseid ja trende või
saada jälile sotsiaalsete probleemide põhjustele. Näiteks saab riik haridus- ja maksuandmeid ühendades läbi viia kõrghariduse erialade tasuvusanalüüse. Sarnaseid
näiteid leiab ka erasektorist – ühendades erinevate pankade maksekohustuste andmed, on võimalik väljastada väiksema krediidiriskiga laene.
Pahatihti on aga selliste andmekogude liitmine konfidentsiaalsus- või privaatsusnõuete tõttu keelatud. Õigusega, sest taoline kombineeritud andmekogu oleks
atraktiivne sihtmärk nii häkkeritele kui ka lihtsalt uudishimulikele töötajatele ja
ametnikele, kes oma positsiooni kuritarvitada võivad.
Turvaline ühisarvutus on tehnoloogia, mis võimaldab mitmel sõltumatul osapoolel koos andmeid töödelda, ilma et ükski neist pääseks ligi konkreetsetele väärtustele. Nimetatud tehnoloogia on krüptograafia teoorias tuntud juba enam kui 30
aastat, kuid esimese päris andmete peal töötava turvalise ühisarvutuse rakenduse-
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ni jõuti alles 2008. aastal. Peale seda on turvalist arvutust kasutatud ka hajusates
lahendustes, mis töötavad üle interneti ning seda tehnoloogiat pakutakse isegi teenusena konkreetsete usaldus- ja privaatsusprobleemide lahendamiseks.
Selles töös vaatlemegi usaldusküsimusi ja tehnilisi probleeme, mis kaasnevad
turvalise ühisarvutuse tehnoloogia juurutamisega praktilistes rakendustes. Esmalt
anname ülevaate kahest esimesest praktilisest turvalise ühisarvutuse juurutusest,
milleks olid turvaline suhkrupeedi oksjon Taanis 2008. aastal ning Eesti Infotehnoloogia ja Telekommunikatsiooni Liidu (ITL) liikmete finantsandmete analüüs
2011. aastal. Toome välja nende rakenduste kitsaskohad, mis võiks turvalise ühisarvutuse edasist levikut piirata, ning kirjeldame lahendusi.
Käesoleva töö autor on teostanud ja testinud turvalist andmete sorteerimist
ning erinevate andmekogude liitmist. Olulise tulemusena kirjeldame ka AES plokkšifri teostust, kus ei võti, andmed ega ka krüpteeritud tulemus pole ühelegi arvutavale osapoolele teada.
Lähtudes ITL-i liikmete finantsandmete analüüsirakenduse näitest, pöörame
erilist tähelepanu turvalist ühisarvutust kasutavatele veebirakendustele. Kuna üha
enam rakendusi ja teenuseid muutuvad pilvepõhisteks, muutuvad ka veebipõhised
kasutajaliidesed järjest olulisemaks. Anname ülevaate, kuidas veebitehnoloogiate
areng võimaldab üha mugavamalt veebilehitsejal teostada krüptograafilisi operatsioone ja suhelda turvalise ühisarvutuse arvutusosapooltega.
Käesoleva töö põhitulemus on ülevaade esimesest turvalise ühisarvutusega
läbiviidud uuringust PRIST, milles kasutati suuremahulisi registriandmeid. Autor keskendub eelkõige uuringu tehnilistele, juurutus- ja usaldusküsimustele, mis
tulenevad turvalise ühisarvutuse rakendamisest suurtes organisatsioonides nagu
riigiasutused. Kirjeldame protsessi, mis on vaja läbida, et tagada sellise uuringu
vastavus seadusandlusega. Näiteks on PRIST uuring esimene turvalise ühisarvutuse rakendus, kus arvutusosapoolte sõltumatus ja sellest tulenevad kohustused on
ka lepinguliselt tagatud. Anname ülevaate projekti käigus tõstatunud tehnilistest,
inimlikest ja jõudlusprobleemidest, kirjeldame kasutatud lahendusi ning pakume
välja ideid, kuidas taolisi probleeme tulevikus vältida.
Lõpetuseks pakume töös välja arhitektuuri, mis ühendab endas födereeritud
andmevahetusplatvormi ja turvalise ühisarvutuse tehnoloogiat. Selline lahendus
võimaldab läbi viia erinevaid andmekogusid hõlmavaid uuringuid, tagades samal ajal iga andmeomaniku seatud andmete kasutamise piirangu range järgimise.
Praktilise näitena pakub töö autor välja Eesti riigi andmevahetuskihi X-tee täiustamise turvalise ühisarvutuse teenusega, kasutades selleks turvalise ühisarvutuse
platvormi S HAREMIND. Selline arhitektuur muudab PRIST-i laadsete mitut andmekogu hõlmavate uuringute läbiviimise oluliselt kiiremaks ja mugavamaks. See
omakorda võimaldab avalikul võimul olla paremini kursis riigis toimuvaga ning
teostada efektiivsemat juhtimist.
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